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Abstract
Eastern coyotes (Canis latrans var) have confounded the scientific and social boundaries
established by postcolonial United States. The first eastern coyote specimen on record comes
from Otis, Massachusetts in 1957. At the time, this unknown and unnamed wolf-like creature
sparked fear amongst human residents of the Northeastern United States. Threatened by the
presence of this predator, Northeasterners launched coyote killing efforts similar to the
eradication campaigns that had previously failed in the Western United States. Today,
Massachusetts officials estimate that 11,500 eastern coyotes occupy the state, living amongst
people and pets in every county. This abundance of eastern coyotes and proximity to people are
now common in the Northeast. Pulling from 253 historical newspaper articles and 33
contemporary ethnographic interviews, I explore how western scientific thought has instilled
categorical boundaries that are temporally reflected in Northeasterners’ perceptions of the
eastern coyote. I aim to illustrate that over time, conceptual boundaries formed through Cartesian
dualism and perpetuated by an evolving socio-ecological climate have constructed how
Northeasterners perceive the canid. These boundaries have been maintained through the eugenic
desire to promote purity; broken by the unique adaptability of the eastern coyote; and reshaped to
prioritize the canid as an ecologically and aesthetically valuable creature with which
Northeasterners must coexist. Today, Northeasterners’ attitudes towards eastern coyotes are
oriented towards coexistence. Although this trend is generally apparent, some people still hold
varying opinions regarding the threat posed by coyotes. However, these concerns are not as
divisive, nor as harsh as those of the past. These new positive perceptions correlate with a
shifting social climate that prioritizes inclusivity and reformed cultural expectations that
challenge historical notions of social status, such that socio-cultural factors have come to shape
these regional socio-ecological relations. The dynamic construction of this controversial canid
reveals the power of society in defining the line between human-wildlife “conflict” and
interspecies relationships based upon “coexistence.” This study thus illuminates the beginning of
efforts to decolonize the western ecological mind and deconstruct the nature/culture dichotomy
in a regional context. While Northeasterners of the past constructed the eastern coyote as a “vile
varmint,” Northeasterners of the present have transformed the eastern coyote into a “wild animal
that is here to stay.”
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Coyote Construction
By author

Heard, not seen for some
Seen, not heard for others
Elusive and whimsical,
Intelligent and knowing,
Families of mothers and brothers.
Humans and herds affected alike
Some holding true stories,
Others speaking false glories.
Historically evoking fright,
They never fail to manifest might.
So here we are in the present day
When everybody has something to say.
We look back to look forward,
Molding our minds for a new reality,
Challenging each lens through which we see.
Only then will we understand Coyote
For whom he truly is.
A reflection of our own kind.
Or at least that’s the newest notion
Of the marketable modern mind.
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Introduction: Conflict or Coexistence
Have you ever taken a moment to consider why so many Americans adore dogs but expel
hatred towards wolves? Despite sharing the same taxonomic genus, we allow one canid to sleep
in our beds, while we launch eradication campaigns against the other. Anthropologists dissect
these contemplations, considering how the positionality of humans within different cultural
contexts influences their relationships with nonhuman animals. This project encapsulates an
effort to examine shifting public attitudes towards coexistence with nonhuman animals in the
localized context of human-coyote relations in the Northeastern United States. It examines how
cultural conditioning of the mind is gradually undergoing reformation to promote more equitable
experiences for both Northeasterners and eastern coyotes. Before positioning ourselves within
this complex framework, I turn to a cross-cultural application of this work in an effort to
demonstrate the dependency of human-nonhuman relationship dynamics upon the social culture
within which they are situated.

A Cross-Cultural Preface
After years of navigating study abroad during a global pandemic, the goldilocks window
emerged for me with the School for Field Studies. During the winter of 2022, I had the
opportunity to travel to Kenya and live alongside Maasai for a few weeks. I suddenly found
myself bumping along the streets of Nairobi, hiking the steep grasses of Chyulu Hills, laughing
with Kimana locals, and partaking in goat slaughters and roasts. The Maasai are a kind and
knowledgeable people who taught us American students how to “jump” into the New Year1 and
bake mouth-watering chapati. I spent numerous nights nearly tripping over dik diks (Madoqua
guentheri) during trips to the bathroom and still chuckle at the thought of baby vervet monkeys
1

While Americans welcome the new year by kissing their partners, Maasai physically jump into the new year.
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(Chlorocebus pygerythrus) hanging from our clothesline, seemingly mystified by my peers’
socks. Despite the glorified awe we held towards this new environment and its “exotic” animals,
the Maasai brought us back to reality, revealing that many beliefs Americans hold about
“African wilderness” tend to be wrong. While we originally “ooo’ed” and “ah'd” at the zebras
and gaped at the elephants, the Maasai illuminated a different story – one of coexisting with
these nonhumans amidst constant conflict.
Kenya’s wildlife has historically coexisted alongside Maasai (Nelson, 2003). After
decades of British colonization, displacement from their lands, and relocation into subdivided
zones and group ranches, this coexistence increased in complexity, lending Maasai to develop a
different relationship with wildlife – one of both conflict and appreciation (Okello, 2005).
Because colonization forced many Maasai to adopt a political economy based on capitalist cash
crops, farmers and pastoralists now come into conflict with wildlife. These unharmonious
relationships are driven by wildlife intruding upon Maasai homesteads, killing livestock, and
destroying crops (personal interviews).2 The appreciation, on the other hand, comes from the
revenue wildlife attracts through tourism (personal interviews). Therefore, Maasai relationships
with wildlife have been altered through processes of colonization and now exhibit a more
economic-based orientation. Yet, despite the conflict between Maasai and wildlife, which is
detrimental to both parties, Maasai still advocate for coexistence (Broekhuis et al., 2020; Okello,
2005). One farmer shared that even though the elephants come in at night, ripping up his crops
and trampling his irrigation pipes, he still sees them as vital components of the ecosystem and
economic system (personal interview). Such calls for coexistence amidst conflict have been too

2

Multiple interviews were conducted in a group setting of four students, a Maasai farmer, and a translator. The same
arrangement was upheld for interviews with Maasai pastoralists.
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often lacking from the general contours of western thought and have only recently become topics
for professional consideration (Büscher & Fletcher, 2020; M. J. Manfredo et al., 2020).
The ontological turn in anthropology serves as an asset for analyzing and promoting such
calls for coexistence. The turn looks at how colonization of thought has molded the ways in
which humans conceptualize nonhuman beings. It centers around the idea that Euro-American
colonization has imposed a dichotomous way of understanding the natural world, and thus seeks
to “decolonize” minds by considering the selfhood of nature (Descola, 2014). Selfhood has
historically been the western world’s way of distinguishing humans from nature (Candea, 2013;
Govindrajan, 2018; Kohn, 2013). Therefore, by extending agency to nonhumans, the ontological
turn not only reshapes how we view the natural world and destabilizes human exceptionalism,
but it also reconsiders the western definition of what it means to be human (Kohn, 2013).
This shift is likely at its very beginning. The nature/culture dichotomy pervades the
everyday lives of many Americans as it finds a home embedded unconsciously in our language
(Kohn, 2013). The phrase, “natural world,” for example, falls into the trap of distinguishing
nature as an “other” separate from human culture. The term, “natural resource,” does the same,
illustrating nature as a commodity afforded use by humans. This dualistic framework infiltrates
the ways in which we conceptualize nonhuman beings and consequently invades both the natural
and social sciences, whether explicitly recognized or not.
This dichotomy is not a part of traditional Maasai cosmology. On the first night in Kenya,
the daughter of a Maasai elder warned us about the baboons, saying, “the baboons will come into
camp, and they just don’t care. They will take anything, and they will taunt you.” We learned
that the baboons could even distinguish between human men and human women. If a man tries
to scare them off, they will run; but if a woman attempts to scare them off, the baboons will
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continue their taunting. How can baboons, creatures who are usually known both for their terror
and touristic benefits, be ascribed with such agency? Doesn’t one need intention and selfreflectivity to uphold seemingly sexist values? Such questions of selfhood, in a world where
many westerners perceive wildlife as nonhuman others, are central to the contemporary
ontological shift in anthropology.
In telling of the baboons’ discriminatory attitudes towards humans, the Maasai did not
question the ability of the baboons to think for themselves. They saw the baboons as intelligent
beings who choose to taunt and poke fun at women. While some westerners might ascribe
agency to nonhumans like coyotes, who they believe choose to eat sheep, the contemporary
consensus of western science is that this is not so much an individual choice as it is instinct
(Tinbergen, 2020). On the contrary, Maasai did not consider these values as instinctual, but as
simply a part of baboon personality. In fact, to them, it is not a “belief” but is rather “what is”
(Woolgar & Lezaun, 2015).
Here I must emphasize that my argument is not founded on the idea that westerners fail to
recognize the intelligence of animals. In fact, many American farmers have berated coyotes
because of their craftiness and evasion of death, both of which require intelligence. Instead, my
argument looks at the system as a whole; Cartesian dualism and Darwinism, two foundational
components of western scientific epistemology, have crafted the notion that animals are
fundamentally separate from humans in their inability to think beyond instinct (see Ch. 1 on
nature/culture dichotomy). My work dissects the changes in this deep structural thought
throughout time, while also lending cross-cultural comparisons (such as that of the Maasai) to
illustrate how conservation is approached under frameworks that have not been colonized by
western thought.
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As of recent, the concept of “decolonizing conservation” has become abundant in
anthropological literature, seeking to restructure western dichotomous views that create a stark
boundary between humans and nature (Bluwstein, 2021; Tan, 2021; Wolmer, 2004).
Reimagining our relationships with nature through a decolonized framework also requires
adjusting our thinking to consider the politics of conservation (Corson et al., 2020) and critiquing
the foundational efficacy of conservation with its colonial savior narratives (Tan, 2021). Today,
we see theories such as convivial conservation advocating for radical alterations in the ways we
think of conservation work. Convivial conservation advocates for a shift from protecting nature
to promoting nature, as well as considering the political ecology and political economy of
conservation within a capitalist system (Büscher & Fletcher, 2020). While these ideas have only
been observed sparingly in international case studies (Massarella et al., 2021; Ojalammi &
Blomley, 2015), researchers in the western world have nonetheless witnessed a shift towards
coexistence within the past 20-30 years (M. J. Manfredo et al., 2020). While the scope of this
paper does not allow for speculation regarding the future of the ontological turn in the West, I
encourage researchers to consider how and why coexistence can simultaneously occur in
societies that uphold monistic, reciprocal relationships between all beings and in dualistic
societies that have historically ostracized the nonhuman other (Kohn, 2013).
I aim to answer a more fundamental question, which is how people’s perceptions of
eastern coyotes in the Northeastern United States have changed over the past 70 years. This
contributes to a broader question about how western perceptions of nonhumans have changed
throughout time. I rely primarily on the framework created by Manfredo et al. (2020) that posits
Americans shifting towards mutualistic relationships with predators. Unlike Kenya’s baboons,
most predators in the dichotomy-driven United States are not granted selfhood, and more often
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than not, they have been viewed as violent vermin that threaten prey species. The eastern coyote
is one of these predators. Chronicled as repulsive and vile since its original appearance, the
eastern coyote has been a source of cultural contention for the past 70 years. It wasn’t until the
1950s and 60s, with the innovation of the Green World Hypothesis (Hairston et al., 1960;
Wilkinson & Sherratt, 2016) and recognition of Keystone Species (Paine, 1969, 1995), that
predators like the eastern coyote became considered potential actors in ecosystem balance.
Moreover, the release of these theories within the scientific community did not immediately
impact the perceptions of predators in popular culture. As this paper demonstrates, the
infiltration of modern ecological theory into the public realm took time and was likely
perpetuated by a cultural shift towards a greater acceptance of differences. Today, there remain
somewhat mixed opinions about the place of eastern coyotes in Northeastern ecosystems. Most
Northeasterners are shifting towards an accepting attitude founded in coexistence with eastern
coyotes, while only a few remain wary.
Even so, stories of menacing coyotes still find their way into the media. In 2018, the US
Department of Agriculture killed 68,000 coyotes, a low average compared to past governmentsanctioned killing campaigns (Edwards, 2019, Flores, 2016). Starting in the 19th century, the
Western United States enacted a war on predators which eventually extended to eastern coyotes
(Flores, 2016). During the coyote eradication campaigns, the canid was viewed as a “parasite on
civilization” (Flores, 2016: 87) and Americans perceived killing coyotes as their “patriotic duty”
(Flores, 2016: 88). Despite government-sanctioned biological warfare and nearly one million
bounties being offered per year to kill coyotes, they resisted slaughter. In fact, coyotes increased
in population size (Flores, 2016). Their unique adaptive skills allow them to produce more pups
under stressful conditions, comically displaying their exceptional perseverance during a time
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where Americans were trying (but failing) to assert human domination (Draheim, 2017;
Edwards, 2019).
Similarly, baboon troops can pose threats to humans in Kenya (Rapp Learn, 2020). Yet,
Maasai have not sought to launch efforts close to the West’s coyote eradication campaigns. In
fact, despite the threat they pose, Maasai still value the role of baboons in ecosystems (Rapp
Learn, 2020). It is unlikely for predators in the western world to be given the agency,
intentionality, and subsequent appreciation of the Kimana baboons, for that would require
crossing the boundary between humans and nonhumans and projecting what westerners perceive
as “human qualities” onto nonhumans. This continuous separatism and illusionary human
exceptionalism – despite scientific confirmation that predators are essential to ecosystem balance
(Paine, 1995) and new research that considers the selfhood of nonhumans (Candea, 2013;
Govindrajan, 2018; Kohn, 2013) – reverts back to western science’s foundation in Cartesian
dualism (see Chapter One).
My introduction of Maasai’s attitudes towards nonhuman beings serves to illustrate the
cross-cultural application of this branch of research and how the western dualistic framing of
human-nonhuman relations is limiting. I illuminate how coexistence amidst conflict exists in
other cultures and how similar perspectives are being formulated in the West. In this paper, I
look at socio-cultural shifts in the Northeastern United States to explore how coexistence with
eastern coyotes can be feasible despite the nature/culture dichotomy. This argument might lend
insight into the strength of socio-cultural factors in shaping our relationships with nonhumans;
while most studies call for the decolonization of conservation, which I support, I also suggest
that contemporary cultural movements (i.e., for racial equality and LGBTQ+ rights) have the
potential to enact a social shift towards accepting and embracing the “natural world.”
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Analyzing human dimensions of ecological studies requires a critical look at the
foundation of the field. Wildlife management studies are deeply rooted in the idea of human
exceptionalism, such that humans have the power to manage nonhumans. While this power has
been used for good (i.e., conservation efforts) it has all too often been misplaced (i.e., eradication
campaigns) and finds its conceptual roots in human domination and the nature/culture dichotomy
(see Chapter One). Understanding these underlying factors is imperative to moving towards
more equitable relationships with nonhumans that breach the limiting categorization imposed by
western thought. This research thus joins the literature that considers situating ecological studies,
as well as anthropological studies, within the ontological turn.

The Eastern Coyote
I focus particularly on the case of the eastern coyote (Canis latrans var) in the
Northeastern United States because its biological and socio-cultural history is more complicated
than the coyotes of the Western and Southern United States. Eastern coyotes are a part of the
canine family. Smaller than wolves, they are opportunistic and generalist hunters (Gompper,
2002) who can survive on grass and insects as well as rodents and deer (Rezendes, 1999). Even
though many Northeasterners have concerns about eastern coyotes killing deer herds (Curtis et
al., 2007), recent scientific research has upheld that the majority of their diet includes numerous
types of fruits (DiBello et al., 1990). In fact, although some studies observe small amounts of
coyote predation on white-tailed deer (Brundige, 1993; Lapierre, 1985), in one context deer
populations rose following eastern coyote arrival (Bragina et al., 2019). The Wildlife
Conservation Society cautions against assumptions regarding eastern coyote diets, stating that
given the adaptive foraging techniques of eastern coyotes; seasonal alterations in diet can occur
and are usually based on food availability (Gommper, 2002). They advocate that comparisons of
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coyote diets should thus be made with an understanding of the habitat type and the period of
study, which is echoed through localized research demonstrating different food preferences
based on seasonality (Person, 1988).
Similar to controversy wrought by the place-based differences of eastern coyote’s
opportunistic hunting choices, scientific debates continue today regarding how the eastern coyote
came to be. The eastern coyotes that occupy the Northeastern United States are genetically
different from western coyotes. They are distinguished by their large size and their hybridization
with eastern Algonquin wolves (Henger et al., 2020; Way et al., 2010). In addition, multiple
theories exist regarding the range expansion of coyotes into the Northeast (Gommper, 2002). The
first coincides with the movement of wolves; because scholars have demonstrated that wolves
competitively exclude coyotes from their territories (Merkle et al., 2009), and increases in wolf
populations have resulted in decreased coyote populations (Crabtree & Sheldon, 1999), the
extirpation of wolves from the Northeast may have allowed for coyotes to move in (Gommper,
2002). The second, and perhaps more anthropocentric theory for coyote migration into the
Northeast, is relocation by humans (Whitaker & Hamilton, 2019). The third migration theory
considers human clearing of land as a medium for creating coyote habitat (Gommper, 2002).
Kays et al. (2009) also suggest that the larger size of eastern coyotes has allowed them an
advantage in the Northeast, as they are better able to hunt deer which prompted a faster range
expansion over coyotes without “introgressed wolf genes”(Kays et al., 2010).
Some research even explores the existence of coyotes in the Northeast during the
Pleistocene period, calling all of these migration theories into question and considering that
coyotes could be native to the region (Hody & Kays, 2018). This latter observation reveals the
dynamic nature of scientists’ construction of the eastern coyote’s history; moreover, this specific
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theory tends to remain a sidenote as researchers continue focusing on canid’s presence during the
Holocene. While the question of ‘how the eastern coyote began its existence in the Northeast’
has been debated since its original arrival in the mid 20th century, definitive conclusions have
yet to be drawn.
Transitioning to a social perspective, because the eastern coyote carries with it a sort of
“mystique” in its continuous confoundment of the scientific community, the canid is essential to
study from the anthropological perspective. Acquiring a social history can reveal how humans
have interacted with these unique predators and thus lend insight into the dynamics of humanwildlife relationships over time. Stevens et al. (1993) assessed public attitudes towards the
eastern coyote in New England, finding that 5% of people supported eastern coyote eradication
and 40% disagreed with protecting the canid (Stevens et al., 1991). At the same time, 39%
declared their support of eastern coyote protection and 23% were willing to pay a fee for
maintaining their protection (Stevens et. al., 1993). Even though protection measures have never
been mandated and coyote hunting laws remain the laxest of all Northeastern predators, it is clear
that public opinion began to vary near the turn of the century.
Today, Northeasterners' perceptions of eastern coyotes seem to have shifted almost
entirely in support of coexistence. Through an in-depth analysis of archival Northeastern
newspapers and contemporary interviews with the Northeast’s publics residents and government
representatives, I argue that this shift towards coexistence resembles a shift in the socio-cultural
values of society towards greater acceptance of nonhumans that have historically been ostracized
by the dualistic categorization characteristic of western thought.
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An Interdisciplinary Approach
As a student of both anthropology and environmental science, I sometimes feel caught in
the middle of two disciplines, though it is more like two paradigms. While the bridges between
the fields create invigorating areas of study in environmental anthropology and political ecology,
the challenges exerted by the opposition of their foundational frameworks are omnipresent.
Environmental Science, a discipline I have loved since I was a child, consists of many pieces that
can be logically pieced together like a puzzle. Ecology is one subset of this discipline and has
become more incorporative of human influences and multispecies interactions than other sectors.
However, ecology still finds its roots in Cartesian dualism and Darwinism, which as the next
chapter explores, can impose cognitive limitations. On the other hand, anthropology, a field I
was introduced to far later, validates different ways of being and seeks to question the relativism
employed by a term such as “logic.” So, while I strive to combine my two passions in my
research, I struggle to rationalize the interaction between a field built on a western colonial
framework and a field attempting to decolonize western ways of thinking.
My main goal in this research is to thus combine the fields of ecology and anthropology
to create an interdisciplinary understanding of the eastern coyote’s evolution in time and space –
and subsequently social memories and narratives – which can complement the dominant
narrative about eastern coyotes that is based in the biological sciences. By “storytelling through
time” (Senier, 2014: 2016), I can generate an approach that conforms to the contemporary push
towards epistemological pluralism in environmental studies. By employing both anthropological
and ecological methodology, I begin to overcome limitations of western science and epistemic
authority, and illustrate an adaptive, integrative discourse through which further wildlife studies
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can be conducted. I aim to privilege multiple forms and sources of knowledge to validate the
acquisition of information from traditional and nontraditional sources.
“Traditional” and “nontraditional” are terms that vary based upon the field of study. For
anthropology, my “traditional” methodology includes fieldwork through participant-observation
and archival analyses, while “nontraditional” methodology includes conducting qualitative
interviews remotely, thus challenging classic face-to-face research. For ecology, my “traditional”
methodology includes the use of game cameras to observe wildlife, which is common to western
science, while “nontraditional” methodology includes track and sign fieldwork conducted
through a perspective of Indigenous Ecological Knowledge and reported through ethnography, as
opposed to data modeling. Anthropology is amidst an ontological turn in which non-human
beings are provided with agency. Environmental Science is branching out of its Enlightenmentbased structure and beginning to communicate with Indigenous Knowledge holders. Therefore, I
chose to craft my research using these interdisciplinary methods that both conform with and
extend beyond the scope of what is considered “traditional” for each field, as I believe
combining different branches of knowledge is the best way to approach these evolving humanwildlife studies.
By analyzing contemporary qualitative interviews and archival newspapers regarding
Northeasterners’ perceptions of eastern coyotes, I categorize themes as indicative of
Northeasterners’ attitudes towards this canid. From there, I synthesize the strength of people’s
attitudes and how it shapes their behavior towards eastern coyotes. This ethnographic approach
privileges qualitative knowledge but does not negate quantitative analyses. I rely upon work by
Manfredo et al. (2003; 2020) – which categorizes humans into social categories based upon how
they perceive wildlife – to guide the synthesis of my data. I use this concept of a “value
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orientation shift” to emphasize my reasoning that culturally-constructed categories of viewing
wildlife in the Northeast are being reshaped (Manfredo et al., 2003).

20

Chapter One: Theoretical Framework
The Nature/Culture Dichotomy
Imagine you are in a forest, surrounded by terrifically towering trees. You look to your left and
spot a woman. You look to your right and spot a wolf. What is your initial reaction? Does one
belong? Does the other not belong?
…
Now imagine there is a dog in the forest. Which way does it run? Towards the woman? Or
towards the wolf?
…
Finally, add a coyote into the scenario. Where does it belong? Are you confused yet?
…
In retrospect, the woman is a human and the wolf is an animal. In fact, the wolf is what
many call a “wild” animal. The wolf seems at home in the forest, like it belongs in the
wilderness. The woman, on the other hand, might just be visiting, as she belongs in society with
other humans. The dog also belongs in society, as dogs are human companions. Therefore, the
dog will likely run towards the woman. At the same time, the dog and wolf descend from a
common ancestor. Will the dog become “wilder” and turn towards the wolf? Or will it remain
with the woman? It seems that the dog can be placed somewhere in between the world of the
woman and the world of the wolf. Where does that leave the coyote? The coyote is another wild
animal and can thus seemingly be placed with the wolf. Though upon reflection, many coyotes
inhabit urban areas these days. Does this mean they are less wild than wolves?
Where do they fit?
…
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Questioning “where things fit” is reminiscent of the incessant human need to classify. If
you thought somewhere along these lines, you were likely relying upon your ingrained need for
categorization. Upon reflection of several anthropological works on classificatory organization,
Roy Ellen states that “categories are those entities which the human mind creates in order to
make sense of the diversity of experience, by grouping things, attributes, and phenomena on the
basis of similarity and difference” (Ellen, 2008: 1). We essentially make sense of reality by
comparing the similarities and differences between things.
Categorization and Classification
In his foundational book, The Savage Mind, Claude Lévi-Strauss tells us that humans
have an innate desire to classify and categorize the world around them (Lévi-Strauss, 1966).
Categorization has been conceptualized as how “the uniqueness of each experience is
transformed into the more limited set of learned meaningful categories to which humans and
other organisms respond” (Ellen, 2008: 1; Varela et al., 1993: 176); while classification is “the
way in which categories are related to each other, and the means by which particular cultural
patterns are produced” (Ellen, 2008: 1). Overall, Lévi-Strauss argues that humans use categories
and classifiers to understand the world. Many scholars have built upon his structuralist work and
analyzed the structure of thought cross-culturally. Structuralism is defined as “an approach to
anthropology that focuses on the ways in which the customs or social institutions in a culture
contribute to the organization of society and the maintenance of social order” (Brown et al.,
2018: 52). Mary Douglas applies structuralist thought in her analysis that classifying categories
serves to create and maintain social order by defining people and their place in a space (Douglas,
1966). This is echoed by A.R. Radcliffe-Brown who looks at structural-functionalism and
observes how social structures work to maintain stability in societies (Brown et al., 2018).
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However, a society based in structuralism is also open to structural violence, or social
forces that harm well-being (Anglin, 1998; Farmer, 2004). Douglas ethnographically analyzes
how the concepts of purity and dirt within a structuralist context can lead to ostracization of the
other through the belief that impure and dirty beings are deserving of hatred. Under certain
frameworks, categorization can even come to be framed as structural violence against nonhuman
wildlife. The woman and wolf allegory serves as an introduction to the nature/culture dichotomy
characteristic of categorical decisions made under the framework of western science.
Categorization in Western Ecological Sciences
In another fundamental piece, Lévi-Strauss orchestrates the concept of the “raw and
cooked” as a metaphor for the separation of things from “natural” and “cultural” origins (LéviStrauss, 1979). This distinct boundary is reflected in the American discourse surrounding nature
and finds roots in both western science and religion (Pierotti, 2011). Aristotle was deemed the
first scientist in history, championing what is known as logical, modern scientific thought. His
theory of universals looks at reality through similarity and difference (Bambrough, 1960; Regis
Jr., 1976) and can be modeled through the anecdote of books; books are different (i.e. genre,
narrative, size, etc.) but still share common characteristics that make them books (i.e. stories on
pages, written sheets bound together, etc.). This conceptual framework is consistent with
Descola’s “naturalism ontology” that defines western thought as we know it today. Naturalism is
the idea that there exists one nature that physically connects beings (such as humans) and many
cultures that account for diversity (Descola, 2014). Subsequently, Aristotelian thought has been
recognized as the beginning of western science and within it, naturalist western thought.
During the 17th century, French philosopher, Rene Descartes, theorized that mind and
matter could be separate entities, each with the ability to exist on its own (Thibaut, 2018). This
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theory, termed “Cartesian dualism,” crafted an idealized mind-body dualism that became applied
to human-nature relationships. Subsequently, humans became associated with “minds” and
nonhumans with “matter.” The idea of “thought” and “thinking” as telling characteristics of what
it means to be human was defined by this theory of dualism and thus ostracized nonhumans as
“nonthinking” others. This allowed post-Enlightenment westerners to view wildlife as scientific
objects meant to be “managed,” exemplifying the control and power-based bias imposed by
Cartesian dualism (Berkes, 2017; Glacken, 1967). Because our language is colonized by this
dualistic “otherness” of nonhumans, fields of environmental and ecological sciences are also
biased towards the notion of ‘man’s dominion over nature’ (Genesis 1:28).
Our categorical language is crucial to the system upon which western science relies to
classify and make sense of nature: Linnaean Taxonomic Classification. Founded in 1758,
taxonomic classification remains an essential communicatory component of ecological science.
Classifying organisms based upon the comparison of physical and biological characteristics by
ways of domain, kingdom, phylum, class, order, family, genus, and species, has allowed
scientists from all over the world to share their findings with one another. The taxonomic system
has also led to species identifications that assist in ecosystem conservation efforts, because
identifying the genus and species of organisms provides quantitative material that policymakers
use to advocate for conservation (Lenat & Resh, 2015).3 However, the integrity of this
classificatory system has recently been questioned. Zachos (2018) deemed objective species
categorization to be “a poor guide to the delineation of meaningful taxonomic units for
conservation” because scientists tend to either split or lump taxonomic units and are thus

Note that policymakers continue to rely on a system of classification as well; see the check-the-box approach
in Chapter Two.
3
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inherently prone to subjectivity (Zachos, 2018). Similarly, Garnett and Christidis (2017) critique
the “anarchic” Linnean assumption that species are fixed entities which threaten conservation
efforts and damage the credibility of taxonomic science (Garnett & Christidis, 2017). Classifying
organisms in this way is characteristic of structuralist and reductionist thinking.
Reductionism has been key to understanding how things work in biology, physics, and
chemistry since the dawn of western science (Gallagher & Appenzeller, 1999). Despite the
benefits of classification, reductionist approaches have prompted shortfalls in the ways in which
western culture thinks. Gallagher and Appenzeller summarize the main issues as:
Mostly these [shortfalls] arise from information overload. The much used axiom that
scientists “know more and more about less and less” may have an element of truth; at the
very least, the specialization of sub-sub-subdisciplines is creating barriers to the flow of
information. Another problem is oversimplification. Witness the “gene for” syndrome (as
in “gene for intelligence” or “gene for sexual preference”), in which genes that contribute
to human traits are instead taken to specify that trait. (Gallagher and Appenzeller, 1999)
These direct assumptions are based on a simplified interpretation of the world characteristic of
reductionism, thus limiting the interdisciplinary communication in western science and
prohibiting an overarching understanding of interspecific relationships. Gallagher and
Appenzeller (1999) then go on to examine the benefits of supplementing the reductionist
approach with an integrative agenda that increases cross-discipline communication. However,
many contemporary Indigenous scholars call for much more revision. They propose an
integration between western and Indigenous sciences and a move away from the check-the-box
approach that is explored in the following chapter (L. Brooks, 2008; L. T. Brooks & Brooks,
2010; Ramos, 2016, 2018). Ultimately, the compartmentalization of western science has been
limiting the ways in which we perceive the world for centuries (Pierotti, 2011).
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Further Limitations
The nature/culture dichotomy pervades how people conceptualize wildlife. This sense of
“otherness” tends to separate westerners from wildlife, evoking the idea of “human
exclusiveness,” as we attribute selfhood to humans only (Kohn, 2013). White westerners have
historically applied a similar “otherness” to Black and Indigenous Peoples, treating them as “less
than” due to the western idea of elitism which can only be achieved through the separation and
classification of beings through categorization (Meijer, 1994). Even more, the dichotomous
mindset of the West prompts ecology to separate nature from culture in the sense that humans are
not perceived to be a part of interspecies relationships within the connectedness of ecosystems.
The socio-political and socio-economic context of the West contributes to the rise of
issues within these conditions of categorization. The United States, for example, is driven by the
idea of progress through production in a capitalist system. We speak of plants as “natural
resources” so that we can desensitize our commonalities (i.e., both humans and plants are alive)
and ostracize them for commodification. Western thought, which is a product of the “progress”
perspective enacted during the Enlightenment, has thus portrayed humans and nature as
occupying a dichotomous relationship. Without it, American capitalism – which is founded upon
the belief that unlimited growth and profits can occur through the extraction of unlimited
resources – would fall apart.
This system of consumption has underlying ties in Christianity which expresses the right
of humans to wield domination over Earth and its nonhumans. This fundamental belief is a
contributing factor to the rise of the western nature/culture dichotomy after Enlightenment, as
American capitalism relies on the prospect of endless growth and continuous consumption; this
is in part a result of the Christian idea that separates man from nature by means of yielding
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power and control. In Black Faces White Spaces, Carolyn Finney cites Merchant (1989) in her
assertion that white men held widespread beliefs that “nature should be dominated and exploited
for profit and who espoused a form of Christianity that supported the separation of humans from
nature” (Finney, 2014: 58). She prefaces this idea with the fact that Indigenous and Black people
in America did not mirror these ideas and instead “recognized that plants, animals, and humans
all had a place in the world and should be treated with a respect that acknowledged the
interdependence of all things” (Finney, 2014: 58). Despite these various viewpoints, the western
framework of the domineering white man has come to control human-wildlife discourses in the
United States today.
Bruno Latour (1991) critiques that the West has never been modern, despite the idea that
progress is achieved through greater rates of consumption, and increased consumption is
recognized as modernity. Latour argues that because the concept of modernity is founded upon
the separation of nature and culture, we have never actually been modern, because nature and
culture have never truly been separate (Latour, 1991). Instead, Latour’s thinking reflects that of
John Knight who understands the nature/culture dichotomy as an arbitrary boundary that is both
a social construction and a source of human-wildlife conflict (Knight, 2000).

How Cultural Categorization Transforms Wildlife
As Gallagher and Appenzeller (1999) would support, a reductionist approach such as
taxonomic classification works in conceptual theory, but when confronted with reality is not
adequately representative. This scenario is common when species occupy the liminal space
between categories. Such is the case of the eastern coyote, as the canid does not adhere to the
boundary of a “pure-blooded” animal and is a genetic hybrid with obscure biological capabilities.
Consequently, upon eastern coyotes’ arrival in the Northeast, residents did not know how to
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interpret their existence. The result of this confusion was to fear and kill the coyotes. Therefore,
a major weakness of western science is that when confronted with nonconformity, or species that
do not fit within known scientific classifications, westerners respond with fear which can in turn
spur human-wildlife conflict. This concept and its application to eastern coyotes will be further
explored in Chapter Four through the rhetoric observed in archival newspapers that connect
eastern coyotes’ “lack” of purity (and lack of categorical conformation) with hatred. These
liminal creatures thus occupy a controversial space in American ecosystems.
Even though Arnold Van Gennep’s “rites de passage” and concept of “liminality” are
originally written for the study of ritual processes, they can also be applied to wildlife under the
context of the categorical, reductionist system (Van Gennep, 1961). Rites de passage are “rites
which accompany every change of place, state, social position and age” (Van Gennep, 1961;
Turner, 1969: 94). Liminality is a component of transition between rites. Victor Turner offers an
interpretation of Van Gennep’s liminal space concept by defining liminal entities as “neither here
nor there; they are betwixt and between the positions assigned and arrayed by law, custom,
convention, and ceremonial” (Turner, 1969: 95). Under a structuralist modality, occupying the
space in between two categories upsets the order of understanding and causes confusion, as is the
case with many hybrid wildlife species (Flores, 2016; Lowe, 2004; Milton, 2000). In their piece
on multispecies ethnography, Kirksey and Helmreich (2010) confirm that “animals may fuse,
refuse, and confuse nature-culture categories and ontologies” (Kirksey & Helmreich, 2010: 553).
Mary Douglas furthers this study of the liminal space into a discussion about the danger
associated with being impure by way of not fitting within the boundaries of purity (Douglas,
1966). Similar to Van Gennep, Douglas uses rules of purity to guide her analysis of comparative
religion, but her concepts translate well to issues associated with the taxonomic classification of
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nonhuman others. In accordance with Lévi-Strauss’ structuralism, Douglas states that “...rituals
of purity and impurity create unity in experience…By their means, symbolic patterns are worked
out and publicly displayed. Within these patterns disparate elements and related disparate
experience is given meaning” (Douglas, 1966: 3). This categorization into pure and impure is
enacted to evoke a sense of social order. Douglas goes on to say, “It seems that if a person has no
place in the social system and is therefore a marginal being, all precaution against danger must
come from others” (Douglas, 1966: 99). In essence, the interpretation of danger comes from the
interpreter and is bestowed upon the interpreted based on the cultural context of the social
system. Eduardo Kohn attributes this thought process to be one of the perspectivism ontology
(Descola, 2014) in which beings are seen by other beings depending on the kinds of beings doing
the observing and the beings being observed (Kohn, 2013: 95). Ultimately, the interpretation of
danger is dependent upon its relationship to power and those who yield the power to perceive
something as dangerous in a specific socio-cultural context. Douglas therefore cautions that:
So many ideas about power are based on an idea of society as a series of forms contrasted
with surrounding non-form. There is a power in the forms and other power in the
inarticulate area, margins, confused lines, and beyond the external boundaries. If
pollution is a particular class of danger, to see where it belongs in the universe of
dangers, we need an inventory of all possible sources of power. (Douglas, 1966: 99)
By questioning the source of power that solidifies the effectiveness of categorization, we
acknowledge that the western nature/culture dichotomy is one form of power that shapes the
ways in which humans interact with wildlife. In other cultures, different interactions have the
potential to be formed. In fact, in Celia Lowe’s “Making the Monkey” the macaque monkey was
made, unmade, and remade throughout time to accommodate Indonesian interpretations of them
(Lowe, 2004: 494). Lowes thus turns scholars’ attention to how Indonesian science can
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illuminate how “bio-objects we want to call “natural” are immanently social and cultural as well
as biological and physical” (Lowe, 2004: 494).

The Ontological Turn
Mary Douglas states that “any structure of ideas is vulnerable at its margins” (Douglas,
1966: 122). Western science has displayed its vulnerability in its reductionist, dualistic approach
to human-wildlife studies, especially as it pertains to the placement of category-defying hybrids
within a cut and dry system that did not originally account for entities that blur boundaries. The
ontological turn in anthropology can serve as a possible way forward that overcomes these
limitations. Anthropologists in favor of a shift towards ontological thinking seek to decolonize
the western mind and ascribe agency to nonhuman beings. The ontological turn prioritizes
Kohn’s “anthropology beyond the human” in deconstructing the idea of humans as exceptional
and fundamentally separate from nature, a concept developed by early sociologist Émile
Durkheim (Kohn, 2013). Instead, this newness calls for a shift to “an ethnographic focus not just
on humans or only on animals but also on how humans and animals relate” (Kohn, 2013: 6). This
way of thinking begins by giving intentionality to nonhuman beings (Descola, 2014; Holbraad et
al., 2014). The ontological turn calls for anthropological studies to extend physically beyond the
human to study nonhuman beings. It then further considers how to reconceptualize the ways in
which humans understand nonhumans (Holbraad et al., 2014; Laidlaw and Heywood, 2013).
While this work is relatively new, other cultures already uphold cosmologies that prioritize a
monistic approach ascribing intentional selfhood to all beings (Kohn, 2013).
Extending beyond western categorization and classification to include the selfhood of
nonhuman beings can help us “to understand some of the special properties of lives and thoughts,
which are obscured when we theorize humans and nonhumans, and their interactions, in terms of
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materiality or in terms of our [human] assumptions…” (Kohn, 2013: 100). In a resounding
critique of western science, Pierotti (2011) offers a lens into Indigenous thinking that is not
limited by the same constraints as western thought. He states that “Indigenous philosophy is
based on the concept that it is best to live with the geography and biology of your environment
without trying to alter it solely to meet human needs, while casting off the modern western view
that “space exists to be conquered” (Pierotti, 2011: 204).
Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK) is a term western scientists use for Indigenous
science in the United States. While some Indigenous scholars critique this term for its
commodifying and simplifying nature – as it fails to realize the diversity of Indigenous
Knowledges and risks exploiting knowledge for the sole purpose of complementing western
science – most appreciate its rising recognition as a valid source of knowing (Berkes, 2017;
Pierotti, 2011). Pierotti describes that “TEK is based on the premise that humans should not
themselves be responsible for nature. We are not stewards of the natural world but instead are a
part of that world, no greater than other parts. TEK deals primarily with motivating humans to
show respect for non-humans” (Pierotti, 2011: 209) and is thus situated within the concept of the
ontological turn. This respect is engaged by ideas of reciprocity and embedded with the notion
that every being, human and non-human alike, depend on one another for the flow of life
(Brooks, 2010). Currently, western ecology recognizes the interconnectedness of life, but differs
from Indigenous sciences through the nature/culture dichotomy that does not recognize humans
as a part of ecosystem interconnectedness. Therefore, privileging these non-western forms of
ecological knowledge can help situate human-wildlife studies within the ontological turn and
work to deconstruct the nature/culture dichotomy.
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The Woman and the Wolf
Returning to the original allegory of the woman and the wolf, not all cultures would view
the wolf as having an attachment to pristine, untouched wilderness (Cronon, 1996; Nash, 2001),
and not all cultures would consider a complete separation between the woman and the wolf (Fig.
1). Because of this separation, which is driven by Cartesian dualism, we cannot distinctly place
the dog and coyote within the classificatory system. This lack of fit is likely to instill fear and
cause confusion as the beings occupy liminal space (Douglas, 1966; Turner, 1969; Van Gennep,
1961). To reshape these limiting frameworks, a horizontal spectrum in which humans occupy
one side and nature occupies the other might prove more inclusive (Fig. 1).
A spectrum that accounts for dogs and coyotes as beings who might occupy a more
complex and less direct space than that for which western classificatory conceptions allow, is
characteristic of an alternative approach to dichotomous thinking that might extend beyond the
embedded limitations. And while the horizontal spectrum extends the possibilities for
interspecific dynamics – something that is constrained by taxonomic classification – we might
even question its limitations; What if nature and culture were not on separate sides of the
spectrum but lay on top of one another? What if we prioritized the animist ontology that claims
all beings are connected under one culture and simply separated by nature? What if the notions
of culture and nature were to be embedded within the other? All these considerations are
essential to shaping the ways in which westerners redefine relationships with wildlife. The next
chapter explores an Abenaki application of the third question where humans and nonhumans
enter relationships of reciprocity that consider all beings as active ecosystem constituents.
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Figure 1. Diagram (top) depicts woman and wolf anecdote under
Cartesian dualism framework. Dog and coyote do not fit within distinct
categories. Spectrum (bottom) depicts placement of dog and coyote on a
nature/culture continuum.
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Chapter Two: Time in the Field
During July of 2021, when the COVID-19 pandemic indicated lower levels of danger, I
set out on a field experience in western Massachusetts with Dr. Lisa Brooks, an Abenaki scholar
from Amherst College, to learn ways of eastern coyote track and sign through Indigenous
methodologies. Our work was reciprocal in that I assisted her research on constructing the
environmental history of the eastern coyote through archival analyses (see Chapter Three), and
she entrusted me with some Indigenous stories and conceptualizations of the natural world that
both complement and counter traditional western scientific methods. Because this was the one
instance of participant-observation I was able to engage in during the pandemic, the following
recollection is written in ethnography to both describe and interpret the insights of that day and
how they helped craft my choice to format this research using both traditional and non-traditional
scientific techniques. Please note, Lisa requested that I not quote her directly, so this story is my
interpretation of her words, and I am responsible for any unintentional misinterpretations or
biases.

An Ethnographic Account of Track and Sign
The Day’s Beginning
I awoke from a rough slumber around 5 am to be on the road for 6 am. I was fortunate in
that I would miss rush hour traffic, trimming about 30 minutes from my commute to Lisa’s
Massachusetts home. I struggled to wipe the dew off my windshield, silently laughing at my
difficulties during the humid morning. My anticipation to learn more about Indigenous
methodologies and eastern coyotes was pervading my ability to perform simple tasks. As I
turned onto one of Connecticut’s main highways, I watched the sun, a pink and orange ball of
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fire, rise higher into the particulate-ridden sky. That morning was one of few in which the east
coast sky was covered in ash that had made its way from the forest fires out west.
My heart began pounding as I drove closer to Lisa’s home. I had spent the previous
months learning about ethical ways to approach Indigenous Knowledge as a non-Native woman.
So, despite my exuberance to meet Lisa, a leading scholar in Indigenous Studies, I was nervous
that I would say or do something wrong. I wanted to learn from and with the best, and I was still
astonished that she was sharing her time with me. As I drove on, my irrational anxiety
contemplated if I remembered my boots (of course I did) and my stomach became a bit knotted. I
let cars pass as I neared the two-minute-ETA mark, knowing I might frustrate some people while
I drove slowly, looking for the correct address. I turned right and my car clumsily bobbled down
Lisa’s driveway, bouncing like the rocks I was abruptly kicking up.
After a very friendly hello in the driveway, Lisa shared some background about her land.
Her garden was stunning, flourishing with Native and non-Native plants which knew no bounds
despite the twine lines strung up to keep the deer out. Lisa explained that her family is trying to
raise squash, beans, and corn – the three sisters known to many Indigenous Peoples and scholars
in the Northeast. She also described the spectacular nature of the wildlife her family encounters
in western Massachusetts. Lisa and her husband have set up a trail camera in the woods around
their home that captures bobcats, coyotes, deer, and bears. In fact, deer and coyotes tend to
casually stroll her driveway. Lisa and her daughter even stood a few feet away from a buck some
time ago, as he was eating away at their garden. Lisa kindly asked the buck to disregard the
garden, as the land surrounding her property is rich in vegetation and functions as a feast. Less
convinced, and ignoring the feast, the buck continued to visit her garden.
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The Intricacies of Scat
According to Lisa, coyotes have thrived in the terra ever since their initial presence. (I
will be using the pseudonym “terra” to refer to the study site to protect its identity for the safety
of the land and its inhabitants.) Lisa has focused on this specific area of Massachusetts because
its water dynamics have changed significantly within the past two years. She described last year
to be one of drought in the state, but the terra remained quite plentiful with water. It thus became
a hotspot for non-human animals like coyotes, beavers, otters, deer, and bear to congregate and
coexist. In contrast, this year is what Lisa calls, “a year of abundance,” because the summer has
been full of rain. To an average person, the rain might be a drearisome bother. To Lisa, it restores
the land to its natural state. She described her interest in observing the differences of track and
sign between this summer and last, given the change in drought conditions. She wonders how
this difference is affecting the lives, behaviors, actions, and communication of the terra’s
wildlife.
After driving to the terra and admiring her “Decolonize Education” bumper sticker, Lisa
and I began talking about coyotes. She mentioned that we would see fresh prints if they had
crossed through after the previous day’s rain. At that point, I expected to only look at coyote
tracks. My assumption was quickly overturned. According to Lisa, track and sign is not just
about what you are looking for, but about the unexpected gifts you find along the way. For us,
the first gift was a deer track in the sand. Growing up the daughter of a hunter, this track was
easy to identify.
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Figure 2. Deer track in the sand

Further down the road we came across some coyote scat that Lisa had identified days
before. In an instant, we were crouched down at the level of the scat, picking through its contents
with a convenient stick. This old, dried up, crusty dung sparked a conversation about how
coyotes tend to mark their territories at intersections on raised ground. This way, their scat serves
as a form of communication for other coyotes and animals that pass through the corridor.
Typically, a pack of coyotes stay within their home range – territories in which other coyotes
will likely not enter. This is not to say that coyotes do not overlap in their travels, but to instead
recognize that an interconnected and intimate form of familiar communication occurs between
coyotes in the terra. Fresh scat can tell another coyote that meeting up with a family member is
imminent. Dried scat (or no scat) can tell an otter that the coyotes haven’t passed through for a
while, indicating some level of safety. Scat as a form of communication is a concept that Lisa
could not overemphasize. She even described communication by scent as something that humans
have lost throughout time. Though this was said with a bit of humor, she truly meant it, and I too,
could see the value.
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Figure 3. Coyote scat a few days old

Moreover, because coyotes strategically place scat between intersections of game trails,
animals of this region are always interacting with one another through forms of communication,
whether they are side-by-side or miles away. During our field work, we came across a straight
stretch of road that is elevated on one side and dips down on the other. To the right lies a stretch
of reservoir and to the left lies a swampy area (prime moose habitat). Lisa discussed how terra
coyotes tend to mark each shoulder with scat. This marking is to signal ‘hey I’m here, and this
area belongs to us, coyotes.’ Now to be fair, this does not mean that other creatures are not
welcome; in fact, we ran across two northern water snakes (Nerodia sipedon sipedon), an eggsack-bearing wolf spider (we stayed away), and an exorbitant number of finger-nail-sized toads
jumping out from the grasses where we stepped.
Turning back to scat, I learned that a darker color means healthy inner meat. Coyote scat
tends to have fur/hair inside, pointing to either an animal it has consumed or to the scat’s old age
(some will start to grow bacteria that looks like fur). Otherwise, dark and smooth means the
coyotes are consuming the fresh internal organs of their prey. In addition, coyote scat tends to
hold bone fragments. The presence of bone illustrates the coyote’s unique ability to chew hard
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matter. Their jaw is a special adaptation, as many predators simply pick the meat off their prey
and leave the bones (Power, 2015). Coyote scat also displays tapered ends and measures over 1
inch (or between ¾ and 1 ¼) in diameter. Diameters of under ¾ inch tend to be foxes. And while
cats tend to have segmented scat, coyotes’ is usually smooth and elongated. White spots might
indicate that the scat is older and weathering, but this can usually be determined by lack of bugs
and lack of moisture; older scat is harder to break apart. The stories told by scat seem nearly as
revealing as stomach autopsies. After we walked further down the path, I noticed some more. It
was more separated, certainly fresh, consisted of many orange chucks, and absolutely reeked.
The stench was the defining factor, and we made the identification that it belonged to an otter.
Again, Lisa regarded this instance as strategically marking/communicating via scat. The otter left
its marking on the road between the coyotes marking. This likely signals an intersection between
coyote and otter habitats.

Figure 4. Fresh otter scat
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Indigenous Methodologies and “Relationships of Interdependency”
It seems that animals within this ecosystem exist in ways that sustain their habitat,
whether they know it or not. Given the current ontological turn in anthropology, many might
argue that these animals do reflectively understand their impact. Beavers cut down trees,
exposing sunlight that allows chokecherries to grow, and otter scat fertilizes soil with its rich
nutrients. These are examples of what Lisa refers to as “relationships of interdependency.”
While we were walking farther into the forest, I brought up a question I had been looking
forward to asking for months: “How do you define your Indigenous methodologies?” Lisa’s
initial answer was revealing of her upbringing, as she described how she does not have a specific
definition, but simply regards the land and its inhabitants in the ways she learned as a child. She
spoke briefly about her Abenaki heritage and how Abenaki “deep knowledge” differs
significantly from western science in the way that they view this land. These perceptions
encompass the body of her methodology because they directly affect how she tracks and how she
interprets what she sees.

Figure 5. Chokecherries in full bloom.
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For clarification, I turn to an example Lisa shared about the interactions between wolves
and beavers. She referenced a study that was conducted in Canada’s Algonquin Provincial Park
examining why wolves existed in such close proximity to beavers (Gable et al., 2018; Gable &
Windels, 2018). After about four years, scientists came to the simple conclusion that the wolves
existed with the beavers because they used the beavers as a food source. This seems rational, and
it might be somewhat true. But what perturbs Lisa about this study is how it lacks the deeper
knowledge that recognizes beavers as community-builders. By this, she means that they facilitate
everything. It seems that everything in an ecosystem that includes beavers can be traced back to
something the beavers did. As a scholar with deep local knowledge of the studied region, Lisa
knows that beavers provide habitat where a diverse array of animals tend to congregate. This
type of knowledge has too often not been taken into account by western scientists whose
methodology commonly prioritizes boundaries and distinct variables as opposed to these
interconnected and interlinked “relationships of reciprocity” that tell us how to read the land as
opposed to checking off boxes (L. T. Brooks & Brooks, 2010).
This act of “checking the boxes” is common to western thought (whether it be science,
policy, economics, etc.) and includes species identification – something both Lisa and I quite
enjoy. This does not mean that identification is “bad,” but it is complex. It means that
identification is not the end of the conversation. It means that coyote track and sign is more than
just saying, “okay yes, a coyote lives in this area.” It means that this coyote tells a story not only
about herself, but also about the animals and land around her. So, while western science is still
deeply embedded with concepts of scarcity (endangered species) and purity (the coywolf
debate), to the extent that universal themes are incorrectly thought to be applicable to local
situations, Abenaki Indigenous Knowledge has never left the land.
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Abenaki People have been historically criticized for their “lack” of purity in the sense
that they take in people from neighboring areas and are a fairly open community (Senier, 2010).
Because of this, questions about their “purity” as a race and culture have not only been harbored
in white colonial settlements but have extended to Native Peoples out West. Still, the deep, local
knowledge Abenakis hold of Northeastern lands is incredible to anyone who values
environmental and cultural ecosystems. Lisa told of the differing perceptions between Abenaki
People and western scientists regarding crab apple trees in the Northeast. To most western
scientists, a crab apple tree is nothing too special, so the loss of one or two would not cause
anyone to bat an eye. However, to Abenaki, these trees have been purposely planted in their
lands and cultures. Abenaki ancestors planted apple trees to provide food for deer, which in turn
fed Abenaki families. There remains a cyclical relationship between these apple trees, deer,
humans, and the other animals and plants that are consequently affected, embodying the
reciprocal relationships Lisa believes are foundational to life. While these histories illustrate the
interdependent body of Abenaki Indigenous methodology, they also display the inadequacy of
checking boxes, as a checklist is bounded by blinders that prohibit possibilities of further
interconnectedness.
At the same time, both Lisa and I recognize that different people will always hold
differing perceptions that affect how they interact with the environment. For example, many
Americans argue over the reality of climate change, to the extent that we experience ash from the
West’s wildfires on the East coast. Lisa believes that peoples’ perceptions drive their actions and
create “common sense” that differs from person to person. For example, my common sense
differs drastically from that of a land developer who sees profit in the land, whereas I see a
biodiverse community that must be sustained. In simple terms, we see the world differently.
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At the same time, our individual perceptions are shaped by external social forces, namely
culture. Someone raised around conversations about the environment might be said to have an
upbringing in an “environmentally conscious culture.” On the other hand, someone who shaped
their education with an economic focus might have spent a significant amount of time in an
“economic culture.” While these mini cultures have the potential to shape differences in
perception, an overarching American/western culture illuminates commonalities in these
perceptions. Even though a land developer and I might see different outcomes for the land, we
both rely on the nature/culture dichotomy in our reasoning; the developer might exercise the idea
of man’s dominion over nature while I could idealize the ecosystem as a stagnant landscape
meant to be kept pristine. Both conceptions explore the embeddedness of the nature/culture
dichotomy in ecosystem discourse, even those that differ from one another.
To this effect, Lisa shared a story about her past illustrating that even though different
perceptions and senses exist, common solutions are still attainable: Lisa used to work within the
Abenaki community translating deep knowledge into stories that could check off the boxes of
government reports used to protect lands. She was skillful in her translations such that she did
not cater directly to the needs of the government, but instead embodied the story-telling nature of
Abenaki knowledge that did in fact check boxes in a report. I hope we can work towards more
collaborations like this, and even towards instances where careful translation is unnecessary
because Indigenous knowledge will be given the same political value as western scientific
knowledge.
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People Should be More like Beavers
I came into this field work thinking I would be learning more about eastern coyotes and
their ways of life. Instead, I discovered that I was already familiar with much of the information
Lisa shared about coyotes. What I really learned was the value of beavers. And both Lisa and I
came to the conclusion that people should be more like beavers. If western methodologies are
used to study beavers, they might say that beavers are not endangered so they do not provide
value in a way that can check off a box to create a protected land area. However, if Indigenous
methodologies are used to understand the role of beavers in an ecosystem, we can trace them to
many species for whose survival they are responsible. Beavers are the planners, engineers,
managers, and inhabitants of ecosystems. They are not endangered, but they cut down trees that
restore light so that plants like milkweed can grow and support monarch butterflies, which are
endangered.
The presence of other vegetation like the blue flag Indigenous medicine plant would also
be nonexistent without the beavers. Throughout this trip, I was constantly struck by the
abundance of different plants in the terra. I could look down and see about five different species
within one square foot. This diversity is an integral part of what Lisa deems “beaver gardens.”
There is moss for beds, huckleberries for consumption, and different types of ferns just about
everywhere. There are even green grapes growing in high numbers on a few vines hanging off a
tree. These grapes will turn a deep dark blue-black-purple hue once ripe. Lisa’s published piece
“Every swamp is a castle” (2017) surely comes to fruition in this time and place, exemplifying
the structured biodiversity dependent upon the ecosystem engineers.
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Figure 6. Lisa standing over a Blue Flag medicine plant (left), a mushroom among the leaves
(middle), a view downstream from the beaver dams (right).

Traditional stories
While admiring a beaver dam in the terra, we stopped for a few minutes to discuss
stories. Even though the specifics of Coyote stories are saved to be told during wintertime, Lisa
and I were able to talk more broadly about traditional stories and their connections to both the
local ecosystem we were experiencing and to the lives of humans. Lisa believes that until one is
experiencing the environment that is referenced in a story first-hand, the story can be less
impactful. We discussed how all the Gluscabe,4 Coyote, and Woodchuck stories are about the
different ways in which one can be human. Lisa further elaborated upon my mentioning of
Grandmother Woodchuck, a prominent character in Northeastern Indigenous stories, explaining
her representation of a grandmother’s wisdom and importance. Even though grandmothers may
be overlooked, for they tend to work in the background (as woodchucks work underground), they
are foundational to family structures. In the old stories, everything works together at the same

4

Gluscabe is a prominent cultural hero in Wabanaki creation stories who oversees life
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time. One can only understand these dynamics if they are experiencing the local land where the
stories were told in the first place.
After discussing these stories, Lisa and I followed the grass along the marshy bank,
sloshing through moss, stepping over ferns, and weaving in and out of hanging vegetation. We
mostly followed game trails, but we sometimes created our own. We ran across a fascinating
tree; the beavers had cut it so a different tree could grow beside it, and they are now using the
timber from the new tree to build their lodge and dams. We traversed until Lisa (positioned far
ahead of me) gasped and stopped in her tracks. In our exploring of the marsh, we had discovered
a new beaver lodge, farther upstream than the previous year’s. The placement of this lodge is
remarkable because it indicates the beaver’s movement as a result of the flood water from this
year’s high rains.
While we were admiring the new beaver lodge, Lisa took a moment to ask me what I saw
beyond the direct visuals. During this moment, Indigenous and ontological methodology was
employed. As I looked at the dam, so strategically built, so strong, I saw a home; I saw a family;
I saw hard work; and I saw a community founded upon teamwork. This community had created a
network that sustains an entire ecosystem in prosperity. Deer and moose won’t over browse
because the area is constantly changing. Prey can hide their young in the tall grasses. Nearly
every creature has a sustainable habitat.
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Figure 7. Beaver dam situated in the marsh (left), close up view of beaver dam and filtering grasses
(middle), remaining tree stump carved by beaver who felled the tree (right).

According to Lisa, both Coyote and Beaver are “remaking” and “transforming” the
world. She compared this drive for transformation to that of my generation, sharing that in our
similarities to Coyote, today’s students give her hope for the future. Just like people, coyotes are
constantly evolving right before our eyes. This is something we cannot control, even though
most capitalism-driven westerners crave control and use it to define success. On the contrary,
control works differently for other-than-human-kin, especially beavers. While some might look
at a beaver dam and define the area as messy and out of control, all I see in the system is control.
According to Lisa, the beavers are in control because they read the water. This is their science.
They cater to the patterns of the water instead of attempting to defy it, which ultimately molds a
highly functioning ecosystem. Reading the water encompasses Indigenous methods. Thus,
thinking like a beaver as well as thinking about beavers in an all-encompassing manner that
acknowledges the cascading effects and conscious intentions of the beaver, goes beyond western
science. This is deeper knowledge of the land.
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The End of a Beginning
As we trudged over the hummocks5 and sloshed through the streams, my eyes followed
the numerous tributaries feeding into the brook that combines with others to flow into the
reservoir. Every single thing is connected. Today, the old beaver trails have become frequently
accessed otter runs. Imagining the playful nature of otters as they slide down the carved-out trails
still brings a smile to my face. Even the nose-cringing defecation of otters on top of mounds
along the trail bring joy because despite the smell, the otters are creating nutrients for the
hemlocks. From the beaver trails and otter runs to the scat-ridden forests, every organism can
attribute its survival to one another in the terra. As we stopped one last time to observe the
landscape before heading back to the cars, Lisa and I spotted an eagle soaring in circles around
the beaver garden – just another example of this thriving community, as she put it.

Figure 8. Otter run

Our walk back contained numerous thank yous, many laughs, and some details for further
projects. Upon reaching the vehicles, I was surprised at how full I felt. Usually, when I wrap up

5

Mounds of forested ground overlaying marsh
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my time visiting a forest, lake, or anything typically deemed “nature,” I feel as though I am
leaving something behind and am going back to a human-constructed reality. On this day, I did
not feel this sense of detachment. Instead, I felt that I, along with other people, can be a part of
these interconnected relationships of reciprocity. Abenaki ancestors were a central part of the
crab apple and deer ecosystem, just as Lisa has been an integral part of translating deep
knowledge of the land to enable government protection. While I do not seek to romanticize the
role of Indigenous Peoples nor neglect to acknowledge my continuous position as a non-Native
person, I hope to illuminate the need for ascribing agency to our other-than-human-kin (Brooks,
2008). The ecosystems in which we live are far more complex than the “othered,” Eurocentric
view of nature allows them to be. If we continue to allow the western dichotomy that separates
nature from culture to persist, we risk perpetuating blinded narratives that shield us from 1)
validating non-Eurocentric systems of knowledge, and 2) creating more intimate strategies to
understand ecosystems infused with both nature and culture in an ever-changing landscape.
In the case of the eastern coyote, people sought to understand the canid’s origins ever
since their arrival in the Northeast. Earlier in the day, Lisa had mentioned that while traditional
Coyote stories are abundant in the West (Bright, 1993),6 they were not present among Indigenous
Peoples in the Northeast previous to the animal’s arrival. These stories were not here because
Coyote was not here. Today, things are different; there are stories about coyotes among
Indigenous Peoples in the Northeast because eastern coyotes exist on the land. The presence of
Indigenous Coyote stories and their correlation with coyote occupation of the Northeast
illustrates how Indigenous stories change and adapt over time, and how they hold deep,
insightful knowledge of the ecosystem. At the same time, Lisa has cautioned me to consider the

6

A Coyote Reader complies Indigenous Coyote stories from the southern and western United States
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abundance of traditional Wolf stories in the Northeast, critiquing these direct assumptions about
the correlation of story and coyote presence, and questioning who has the power to delineate
Wolf stories as completely separate from eastern coyotes. Conservation science can learn by
holding these dynamic stories as valid sources of knowledge.
Admittedly, upon my first recollection of this information, my instinct was to juxtapose
Indigenous stories with concrete data I thought to be characteristic of western science. However,
during follow-up revisions Lisa clarified that my interpretation was off. She asserted that the
relationship between Indigenous knowledge systems and scientific data should not be thought of
as a diametrically opposed binary. Instead, we should lean on Robin Kimmerer’s (2013)
understanding that Indigenous knowledges and western science can be “braided” together. Both
systems can find similarities in the formation of knowledge through careful observation of
ecosystem dynamics over time. Lisa therefore redirected my focus from the misinterpretation of
oppositional epistemologies to the consideration of epistemological limitations. For example,
pulling on her deep, extensive knowledge – from reading every study about eastern coyotes as
well as observing the canid in the terra – Lisa affirmed that eastern coyotes are coyote-wolf
hybrids. She then went on to explain that eastern coyotes have all the characteristics of wolves
(i.e., packing up and hunting) but are also immensely adaptable – an observation that
corresponds with the scientific studies.
These observations of the canid are similar for both Indigenous and western
epistemologies, highlighting the interwovenness of the paradigms. At the same time, they differ
in ways of naming and ways of interpreting the eastern coyote’s place within Northeastern
ecosystems. As explored in the previous chapter, Euro-American scientific naming is based upon
Linnean taxonomic classification which strictly categorizes animals depending on their
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phenotypic and genotypic characteristics. The distinct boundaries imposed by this method of
classification might ostracize an animal like the eastern coyote whose genetic makeup is still
contested. In fact, Lisa directed attention to current discussions between scientists regarding the
taxonomic classification of gray, eastern, and red wolves, their relationships to one another, and
their relationships to the eastern coyote. She then described how Abenaki languages differ from
this “policed” naming system in that wolf is “Molsem” and eastern coyote is “Molsemsis,”
meaning, “little wolf.” This difference has implications for how eastern coyotes are
conceptualized.
As Chapter Four will delineate, questions of the eastern coyote’s “purity” through
Linnaean classification caused substantial debate and negative outbursts among Euro-American
Northeasterners upon the canid’s initial arrival in the region. Moreover, the nature/culture
dichotomy pervading western science has prompted many westerners to consider themselves as
separate from animals and thus allowed for violent actions such as coyote killing contests and
eradication campaigns. Abenaki Peoples tend to see a more fluid relationship between nature and
culture in that all beings are interconnected and kin. These statements are not to say that conflict
does not occur between Indigenous Peoples and their animal kin, but to instead highlight how
different knowledge systems can direct how humans and nonhumans interact. In the case of the
eastern coyote, Northeastern Indigenous and western knowledges associate with complex
similarities and differences.
My positionality as a non-Native person has certainly shaped the ways in which I have
interpreted (and misinterpreted) this tracking experience with Lisa. I ultimately seek to highlight
how multifaceted, multi-disciplinary, inclusive approaches that consider various epistemologies
can enhance and positively alter human understanding of the eastern coyote. My aim in the
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following research is thus to apply a critical lens that illustrates both the benefits and limitations
associated with categorization through western science. Acknowledging and analyzing these
constraints can enable more productive strategies to continue shaping our knowledge and
perceptions of eastern coyotes in the Northeastern United States. I am immensely grateful to Lisa
for sharing this experience with me, extending patience in my errors, and for continuing to share
her knowledge through her profession as a researcher, educator, and speaker.
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Chapter Three: Methodology
Remote Ethnoecology Interviews
Study Location
My study region is the Northeastern United States, in particular the states of Connecticut,
Massachusetts, New York, Vermont, New Hampshire, and Maine. I originally intended to study
New England, which would leave out New York. However, after preliminary research into the
historical origins of the eastern coyote, most of which is derived from the state of New York, I
decided that a combined study of humans and non-humans must account for both geographical
(Northeastern) and colonial-imposed political (New England) boundaries. Given that New York
is a leader in contemporary coyote research, my study location was eventually extended to
encompass the entire Northeastern United States.
The Northeast differs from the rest of the United States in its vibrant cultures and intense
seasonality (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, n.d.). The two most apparent
cultures involve the identities of “New Englander” and “New Yorker.” Both cultures are
complex and have numerous subsets (i.e., Indigeneity, Bostonian, Mainer, etc.) that tend to
overlap. These cultures find commonality through a shared identity of pride; most New
Englanders and New Yorkers are proud to live in the Northeast. Consequently, Northeasterners
(residents of New England and New York) attach their identity to their sense of place (Diener &
Hagen, 2022). This can have implications for how they interpret changes in ecological
landscapes; if people envision their landscape as a static image attached to their cultural identity,
changes in the landscape can interrupt social life. One prominent change has been an increase in
non-human predators, such as eastern coyotes. Northeasterners’ strong attachment to place thus
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makes the Northeast an exceptional location to study human-wildlife interactions throughout
time.
The Northeastern region of the United States was also chosen for this study because it is
the primary rangeland of eastern coyotes. Eastern coyotes – as opposed to western or southern
coyotes – are the focus of this study because they embody the most socially and biologically
controversial origins of coyotes in North America. Their genetic and migratory patterns have
puzzled Northeastern scientists for decades, evoking various interpretations of their role in the
region. Chapter Four discusses how the controversy surrounding eastern coyotes is reflective of
the Northeast’s socio-cultural climate and directly affects the management strategies people
choose to apply. Ultimately, my research purposefully focuses on eastern coyotes in the
Northeastern United States due to the unique intricacies of both predator and place.
Qualitative Remote Interviews
This study employs two complementary methodological approaches. The first approach
is a modified version of traditional ethnographic research. Bronislaw Malinowski is known
among the anthropological community as the founding father of ethnographic fieldwork,
characterizing this type of research with the necessity of participant observation. Since then,
anthropologists have known traditional ethnographic work to be a combination of immersing
oneself in the day-to-day lives of study participants, as well as conducting face-to-face
interviews (Barone, 2020; NPS Ethnography, n.d.).
However, contemporary ethnographic research can differ from traditional methods in
many ways. For example, while both still occur, more anthropologists today might investigate
their own community’s culture, as opposed to traveling long distances to study “others.”
Furthermore, today’s anthropologists might be limited by the amount of time they can spend in
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the field, thus modifying the classical approach of spending long periods of time (i.e., multiple
years) inside studied communities.
My ethnographic approach upholds these non-traditional values and reflects the
pandemic-ridden period during which my research was conducted. I took an ethnoecological
approach, which “deals with human cognition of environmental components such as plants,
animals, water, and soils - a classification of its features that guides action within that
environment” (Nazarea, 1999) and is a branch of cultural ecology, which was first defined by
Julian Steward as research “to describe how cultures use and understand their environments”
(Brown et al., 2018). Ethnoecology is a branch of anthropology that already upholds ontological
principles, recognizing the agency of nonhumans through different cultural lenses. Therefore, my
approach differs from traditional methodology in its remote nature and privileging of ontological
thought processes.
I conducted 33 qualitative phone interviews from May to September of 2020, asking
participants about their attitudes towards eastern coyote presence in the Northeastern United
States. Respondents ranged from public residents and eastern coyote researchers to facilitators of
coyote killing contests. Each interview lasted between 10-40 minutes depending upon the
participant’s preference for sharing, or the extent of their knowledge on eastern coyotes. The
longer interviews tended to occur with people who had higher frequencies of coyote interactions.
The remote nature of the interviews is a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, given the required
modification that all research needed to be conducted virtually.
I utilized a verbal consent form and list of guiding questions – both approved by the
Institutional Review Board at Trinity College (IRB approval #1538 #1707) – to format each
interview. After explaining that the intention of the interviews was to establish a clearer
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understanding of how different people perceive eastern coyotes, and obtaining verbal consent
from participants, I proceeded to rely upon the following list of nine questions to guide each
interview. While a few questions were close-ended, the majority remained open-ended with
ample prompting for elaboration.
1. Would you classify yourself as an urban, suburban, or rural resident of (insert
participant’s state)?
2. Would you say coyotes affect you directly, indirectly, or not at all? Can you elaborate?
3. Do you consider coyotes to be “nuisance” animals?
4. How have you changed your personal or professional life, is at all, in response to
increased coyote-human interactions?
5. Do you think traditional hunting and trapping should be used for coyote population
control?
6. What is your opinion on the coyote killing contests that occur in some Northeastern
states? If you do not know what this is, I can provide a description and you can give your
opinion.
7. Do you think the media contributes to people’s perception of coyotes? If so, how?
8. Do you think coyotes must adapt to humans, or do you think humans must adapt to
coyotes?
9. Is there anything else you would like to add of the topic of how coyotes affect you, or
how you may perceive coyotes affecting the people around you?
Common follow-up questions included:
1. Can you elaborate upon that point?
2. Is there a certain reason you feel this way?
3. Do you think this is a common opinion?
Coding Interviews
I used ATLAS.ti 22 Software to track the frequency of codes (reoccurring themes) among
the interviews. After creating a concepts table, the program identified the following themes
among my written transcripts:
Population, people, coyote, problem, wildlife, interactions, hunting, contest, research,
more information, night, questions, woods, chickens, bears, deer, sheep, livestock, foxes,
wolves, kids, conflict, behavior, predator, farming, landscape, yard, issue, and pets
I further narrowed these down to:
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Coexistence, confusion, concern (for pets), concern (for children), economic value,
extermination, keystone, killing, purity, need for information, and wild/natural
Game Camera Tracking
In addition to interviewing both public and key informants, I tracked the presence of
eastern coyotes and other wildlife species on a trail camera in central Connecticut from
December 2020 to March 2022. This location was chosen for its various environmental habitats.
The camera was placed in a forested area, bordering an open grass field, next to an industrial
office complex with paved lots. This location is optimal to showcase how eastern coyotes can
live and thrive in various types of environments. Although the images captured through this twoyear period are miniscule in comparison to larger-scale tracking studies, they are purposeful in
confirming the frequency of eastern coyote presence in multi-dimensional environments. This
non-invasive technique embodies a facet of Indigenous methodologies that allows researchers to
craft a story of a few coyotes to better understand the dynamics of the species through the
dynamics of the individual.
Participants
I spoke with 35 participants during my interviews. Two of these interviews were
conducted with two participants each – married couples – with both spouses providing input.
Participants included urban, suburban, and rural residents from Connecticut, Massachusetts, New
York, Vermont, New Hampshire, and Maine (Table 1). Some were farmers, others were hunters,
and many were urbanites with little wildlife interactions. I also interviewed scientists, a professor
who specializes in coyotes, a coyote killing contest organization called The American Predator
Challenge, and a well-established coyote advocacy program called Project Coyote. This
combination of participants does not represent the attitudes of all people within each state,
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residential subdivision, or other livelihood categories. Instead, it offers insight into people’s
individual stories, which provides more insight into the reasons behind Northeasterners’
perceptions of eastern coyotes. Such qualitative information provides complementary depth and
texture to the larger-scale quantitative research on human-coyote interactions. Applying these
modified ethnographic methods allows for a deeper and more ethical understanding of people’s
relationship with eastern coyotes in the Northeastern United States.
Limitations
Challenges to this methodological approach include its remote nature, short research
period/need for more in-depth interviews, and unequal distribution of participants in each
category. Given that these interviews were conducted over the phone, the conversations lacked
visual cues (i.e., eye contact, nodding, etc.) that typically aid in navigating communication.
Therefore, I relied upon verbal cues, such as long pauses in speech and changes in the pitch of
participants’ voices to ask probing questions beyond the nine guiding questions and engage in
further conversations. Despite these efforts, certain questions felt cut short by the awkwardness
of silence.
Therefore, further efforts to extend this research should include either in-person or zoom
interviews where the researcher and participant can “meet” face-to-face. The short timing of the
research period could also be extended to allow for follow-up interviews or more informal
conversations through which deeper knowledge can be obtained. Finally, the unequal distribution
of participants in each category (Table 1) has complicated implications. First, the choice to
categorize participants based upon state and residential subdivision has the potential to illuminate
if there are state and/or residential subdivision cultures that significantly affect people’s
perception of wildlife (i.e., how state laws can dictate attitudes towards wildlife). This potential
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is contingent upon conducting more interviews, because the current number of interviews per
state is relatively low and not evenly distributed. At the same time, this categorization is also
rooted in western science and its incessant need to classify human and non-human creatures,
creating conceptually impermeable boundaries that are permeable in reality.
Positionality
As a Northeasterner myself, I take care to analyze these interviews for what they are and
try not insert my own perspectives. Nevertheless, I do rely on my “insider” status to understand
why informants uphold certain attitudes, which will always introduce some subjectivity. Still, I
believe there is a difference between projecting my thoughts onto those of my informants and
using my positionality to deepen my understanding of their attitudes. To maintain this balance, I
include long quotes in the results section, privileging each informant’s voice and not relegating
their perspectives to mere thematic elements of my project. By incorporating individual quotes
and regionally identifying information, I privilege the autonomy of each informant. I seek to
appease the ethnographic mind by crafting analyses in response to informants’ narratives; and I
seek to appease the scientific mind by aggregating information into a collective of distinct
themes, allowing for a semi-simplified, visual sphere. So, while this project is neither entirely
based in an ethnographic narrative nor a distinctly scientific analysis, its strength lies within is
occupation of the space in between these two realms.
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Table 1. Depicts the organization of study participants via their state of residence, residential subdivision,
and other defining features relevant to their interview responses (occupation, livelihood, etc.).
Participant
Number
Participant #1
Participant #2
Participant #3
Participant #4
Participant #5

State of
Residence
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York

Residential
Subdivision
Urban
Urban
Urban
Urban
Rural

Participant #6
Participant #7
Participant #8
Participant #9
Participant #10
Participant #11
Participant #12
Participant #13
Participant #14
Participant #15
Participant #16
Participant #17
Participant #18
Participant #19

New York
Connecticut
Connecticut
Connecticut
Connecticut
Connecticut
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Vermont
Vermont

N/A
Urban
Urban
Suburban
Suburban
Suburban
Urban
Suburban
Suburban
Rural
Rural
Rural
Rural
Rural

Participant #20

Vermont

Rural

Participant #21
Participant #22
Participant #23
Participant #24
Participant #25
Participant #26
Participant #27
Participant #28
Participant #29
Participant #30

New Hampshire
New Hampshire
New Hampshire
New Hampshire
Maine
Maine
Maine
Maine
Maine
Maine

Suburban
Suburban
Rural
Rural
Suburban
Suburban
Rural
Rural
Rural
Rural

Participant #31

Maine

Rural

Participant #32
Participant #33
Participant #34
Participant #35

Maine
Maine
Maine
Oklahoma

Rural
Rural
Rural
Suburban

Other
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
President of the Wildlife Society,
Retired Chief Biologist State of NY
Coyote Researcher at Sienna College
N/A
N/A
Goat and chicken farmer
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
State government Fish and Wildlife
Gardener
Live on island on lake; married to
Participant #20
Live on island on lake; married to
Participant #19
N/A
N/A
Avid hunter
Project Coyote Representative
N/A
N/A
Equine farmer
N/A
Holistic equine teacher and writer
Dairy farmer married to Participant
#31
Dairy farmer married to Participant
#30
Retired livestock farmer
N/A
State government Fish and Wildlife
American Predator Challenge
Representative
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Content Analysis of Archival Newspapers
Newspaper Database Search
The second methodological approach of this study is a content analysis of archived
Northeastern newspapers. This portion was conducted from June to August of 2021 with the goal
of crafting a localized social history for eastern coyotes in the Northeast. This analysis of past
perceptions allows for a temporal comparative analysis with the contemporary remote
interviews. Most historical accounts of eastern coyotes are administered through the natural
science lens as was discussed in the introduction of this paper. Studying local newspapers
provides a means for understanding public opinion towards eastern coyotes through a social lens
during their initial appearance, expansion, and interactions with people in the Northeast.
I used Newspapers.com to access a database of New England and New York newspapers
from the 1900s. I chose this platform because it was the most accessible for searching local
newspapers. Many other common newspapers databases do not allow access to local county and
town papers. Since traveling to local libraries to speak to archivists and look through town
newspapers was inhibited by the pandemic, this virtual option was the most optimal. I also chose
to look specifically at the 20th century because most scientific accounts indicate that eastern
coyotes first appeared in the Northeast about halfway through the 1900s and continued to expand
their population and range later into the century. I searched the keywords “eastern coyote” and
“coydog” to guide my search as this diction was commonly used to reference Canis latrans var
during the remote interviews. I refrained from simply searching “coyote,” as that led me to
obtain results from other parts of the country. Newspapers.com matched my search with three
locations in the Northeast (Massachusetts, Vermont, and New York) and four decades (1950s1980s) (Figs. 9&10).
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Figure 9. Northeastern states with local newspapers containing keywords, “eastern coyote” or “coydog,”
and frequency of word usage (source: Newspapers.com).

Figure 10. Decades during which local newspapers containing keywords, “eastern coyote” or “coydog,”
were written, and frequency of word usage (source: Newspapers.com).
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A total of 253 newspaper clippings were identified as containing written conversations
about eastern coyotes during the 1950s-1980s. The newspapers include: Berkshire Sampler, The
Bennington Banner, The Bennington Evening Banner, The Berkshire County Eagle, The
Brattleboro Reformer, and The North Adams Transcript.7
Coding Newspapers
I used the ATLAS.ti 22 Software to track the frequency of codes among the newspaper
clippings. Codes were based off of repetitive thematic material in the texts. The following codes
were used in the first phase of analysis:
Age, attack, bounties, characteristics (behavioral/physical), civilization, coexistence,
conflict between people, confusion, coydog, culture, Disney, economics, eerie,
extermination, farming, fear, firsting, fox, government, hunting, increasing presence,
indigenous history, invasion, keystone predators, killing, laws, migration theory, negative
diction, poisoning, politics, positive diction, predation, purity, range/territory, science,
size, trophy, wild/natural, wolf
In the second phase, I grouped these codes into larger categories to obtain a more concise
representation of newspaper content. The grouped codes are as follows:
Coexistence, confusion (includes fear and purity), extermination, killing, keystone
species, negative diction, positive diction, increasing presence, and migration theory
In the third and final phase, I reframed these codes to allow for a comparative analysis
with the remote interviews. To do this, I compared themes from both methodologies and chose
codes that were shared and codes that were clearly different. This way, I could synthesize the
frequency of codes during each time period (past and present). I could also further analyze the
tone, severity, and reasoning behind the code frequencies. The newspaper codes compared with
interview codes are:

7

The North Adams Transcript contained a series of “Bedtime Stories” that are analyzed in Chapter Seven.
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Bounties, coexistence, confusion, economic value, extermination, fear, human-human
conflict, keystone, killing, negative diction, positive diction, purity, and wild/natural
“Participants”
Participants in this methodological approach are untraditional in that I analyze past
people’s written accounts and attitudes towards eastern coyotes. These accounts are crafted for a
public domain and thus might be subject to bias. At the same time, the rhetoric chosen to craft
these written pieces lends insight into how the writers perceived eastern coyotes at the time, how
the people they were writing about perceived eastern coyotes, and how the public perceived
eastern coyotes; based upon the tone of the writing, I could analyze if the writer’s opinion
aligned with or countered public opinion. Some newspapers were written directly by people who
wanted to share their opinions (op-ed style), while others were written from an outsider
perspective with the writer commenting on the actions and opinions of other people.
“Participants” thus included hunters, farmers, scientists, politicians, and journalists.
Limitations
There are two main limitations to this work. The first is common in archival studies, as I
could not follow-up with any “participants” to gain a deeper understanding of their commentary.
Although this limited a deep analysis into the comprehension of individual stories, the repetition
of themes throughout the clippings allowed me to construct a general social perception of
coyotes from the 1950s-1980s. Therefore, the lack of deeply synthesized stories is balanced by
the high number of newspaper accounts that allow for the formation of a public opinion.
The second limitation is the white colonial history of newspapers in the Northeast.
American newspapers have historically been used to subjugate minorities and target both humans
and non-humans that were disliked by Euroamerican descendants. Therefore, historical
newspapers tend to be fraught with racist, sexist, and classist diction that is less common today.
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These biases must be taken into account when studying newspaper archives, as the information
available in clippings tends to represent an exclusively white male opinion. Voices that do not fit
into that category – such as people who identify as Indigenous, Black, female, or nonbinary – are
likely excluded. In fact, The North Adams Transcript includes a section of 30 “Bedtime Stories”
that talk of Old Man Coyote, who is a character in many southern and westerns Indigenous
stories. However, Indigenous groups in the Northeast do not have traditional stories about
coyotes. Instead, they share stories of wolves. This entire section of the newspaper white-washes
and exploits Indigenous knowledge for the sake of media engagement. Ultimately, the use of
archives can be beneficial for the insight they allow into the past but must be critically analyzed
for bias and prejudice of the time.
Positionality
My positionality in the methodology of archival newspapers is similar to the
contemporary ethnographic interviews in that I take care to privilege the voices of “participants”
while drawing upon my interdisciplinary and localized background. For the newspaper analysis
in particular, I am critical of the colonial mindset pervading people’s thoughts during the initial
arrival of the new coyote predators in the Northeast. I explore the basis of these thoughts and
give rise to other valid systems of knowledge that have been overshadowed by the western mind
in the Northeast. In addition, I provide sometimes complicating context for Northeasterners’
attitudes, which risks being overlooked in a simplified summary of content, as these dynamic
relationships are far from clear-cut.
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Chapter Four: Maintaining Human-Coyote Boundaries
Keeping the Categories
In 2003, a group of American researchers published a paper regarding public values
towards wildlife. The first line of the paper reads: “While there is an assumption that values
towards wildlife have changed in the United States over the last half of the twentieth century,
few studies have addressed this topic” (Manfredo et al., 2003). While Manfredo et al. (2003) did
not necessarily look back into history in the way that I do, they managed to synthesize opinions
from interviews with younger and older midwestern Americans to understand how public
opinions have evolved over time. They structured their comparisons with the assumption that
values have been changing, and thus study the dynamics of modern perspectives toward humanwildlife conflict in the United States. After realizing that insight into the past was necessary to
determine if value orientations are shifting, these researchers published a study in 2020
establishing four categories of people based upon their attitudes towards wildlife:
traditionalist/utilitarian, mutualist, pluralists, and distanced. Their results indicate a tentative but
real increase in people prioritizing coexistence and conservation efforts (Manfredo et al., 2020).
The following three chapters serve as an extension of these studies in application to the
eastern coyote. While Manfredo et. al. (2020) hold tight to the theory that value orientations have
shifted over time, I look directly at historical and contemporary sources, confirming that public
perceptions towards eastern coyotes have generally shifted throughout time.8 I utilize the terms,
“perception” and “attitude” interchangeably throughout my discussion to signify people’s
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Shifts have been “general” because while many contemporary attitudes lean towards coexistence, some still harbor
valid concerns. Ultimately, we must account for diversity of perceptions amidst this general shift.
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projection of values onto eastern coyotes. I interpret “values” to be beliefs people hold towards
eastern coyotes.
As anthropologists admit, the human mind has an incessant need to categorize for
conceptualization (Lévi-Strauss, 1966; 1979). What our culture chooses to do with these
categories is what truly matters. Alexander and Quinn (2012) looked at how interactions between
humans and coyotes had been portrayed in Canadian print media. Their results follow a structure
characteristic of most natural science papers, classifying the main themes detected from the
media into concise categories (Alexander & Quinn, 2012). I go a step further by including the
voice of each informant. This chapter looks at the beginning stages of how Northeastern culture
viewed eastern coyotes at the time their populations became apparent alongside humans. We will
start in the 1950s.
Relying upon Traditionality
It’s the 1950s. A devastating war has recently come to a bloody close and American life
seems to be acclimating to its new “normal.” Embedded in the culture of postwar America is a
tough sense of uniformity and conformity where many people yearn to return to the comfort and
safety of traditional ways before the war. This means holding tight to older concepts and
typically resisting newness and change. In a time of societal rebuilding and a need for structure,
reliance upon traditional ways of thought becomes stabilizing. In the Northeast wildlife realm,
traditional concepts of purity seem to become a predominant force in the discourse.
Purity as a Powerful Force in Boundary Maintenance
Why does purity matter? The beginning of this paper introduced the role of western
scientific thought in implementing classificatory models through which the hierarchy of wildlife
comes to be publicly perceived. Such a model can be demonstrated through the Endangered
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Species Act of 1973 (ESA) which prioritizes the protection of certain species over others based
upon their “endangered” status. While these decisions adhere to what has been deemed an
“objective” scientific process, humans still wield the power to make decisions about the future of
wildlife species. Western scientists and politicians, in particular, also hold power over the checkthe-box qualities needed for a species to make the List. What is portrayed in an illusionistic
manner as an objective course of action is, in reality, a process through which humans make
choices that change the state of nature.
There are two issues with this check-the-box approach. First, I return to Lisa’s thoughts
regarding the overlooked importance of beavers in the terra’s ecosystem. It’s possible that actors
who influence political decisions might not perceive beavers as worthy of protection because
they do not uphold the flashy, charismatic characteristics of some of the more popular animals on
the ESA. While the flashiness of a species is obviously not a determining factor for its official
placement on the List, its unofficial role in gaining public support cannot be denied. Thus, these
“rational,” “scientific” decisions are a bit less objective when the very real role of politics is
considered. Moreover, the ESA serves to protect species that are deemed “threatened” or
“endangered,” making population dynamics a key factor in the determination of species status.
Currently, beavers do not display any drastic declines in population levels. However, as Lisa
described, beavers remain imperative in their role as “community-builders.” They facilitate the
felling of trees, which determines the amount of sunlight reaching the forest floor, which guides
the growth of milkweed, which maintains the life of the monarch butterfly, which in fact, has
been considered a “warranted” species to list (Kirschbaum et al., n.d.; Wildlife Management
Institute, 2021). Despite the beaver’s key role in sustaining the existence of the monarch
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butterfly, the check-the-box approach does not allow for its conservation or protection to ever be
considered.
Second, the concept of a “pure” species is biased. The ESA has never, and still does not,
contain language regarding hybrid species (Department of the Interior & U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, 1973). This does not mean, however, that the issue of hybrids has never been contested.
A few years after the release of the Act, questions about hybrids arose, causing the United States
Fish and Wildlife Service (USFW) to take an early stance discouraging the protection of hybrid
wildlife based on the belief that “hybrids between taxonomic species or subspecies…could
hinder recovery of endangered taxon” (Haig & Allendorf, 2006). Despite new knowledge that
confirms the strength of genetically mixed individuals (Baranwal et al., 2012; Birchler, 2015;
Nicholas et al., 2016), disproving the USFW in their original notions, the language of the ESA
has not moved towards inclusivity (Haig & Allendorf, 2006). However, this controversy goes
deeper than acknowledging the role purity has played in this “objective” listing process; instead
of promoting purity for ecological purposes (which can in fact serve as a valid conservation
strategy), I believe the controversy displayed in the archival newspapers is reflective of the
societal desire to sustain “purity.”
The societal desire to maintain a romanticized ideal of nature may actually stem from
western religion. The concept of “man’s dominion over nature” is rooted in the Christian Bible.
The ability to “steward” and “subdue” non-human creatures and land embraces (and may
possibly mark the beginning of) the nature/culture dichotomy. Yet, ‘desubjectifying’ themes,
such as those that relegate animals to simple materials meant to be controlled by human forms of
management (Vilaça, 2015), remain common in the language of conservation work. A more
embedded theme of the Bible is that of purity. A section in Matthew advocates for keeping
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oneself pure to achieve a relationship with the presence of God (Matthew 5:8). Given the
controversial thoughts historically surrounding the hybridity of wildlife, it seems that
Christianity is not only complicit with, but likely a central driver of the categorical roots of
western science.
In essence, westerners, especially western Christians, desire to create a “better” nature
that is more reflective of life before the Anthropocene.9 This is likely attributed to the idea that
human imposition upon the environment has led to its demise – again, a perpetuation of the
nature/culture dichotomy. It is important to emphasize the role of the western world – not the
human world – in this context. It seems that capitalism, industrialization, and the Christian
concepts of dominion and purity, have fueled the desire of westerners to create a “better” nature.
In fact, many scholars argue that the American industrial revolution was a turning point in
geologic history that prompted the beginning of the Anthropocene (Ruddiman, 2013; Steffen et
al., 2011). Therefore, the socio-cultural context from which these perceptions stem is an essential
factor to consider. So, although imperative to the historical narrative of ecological sciences in the
United States, objective, traditionalist, check-the-box approaches to wildlife management are
limited, as they do not account for bias imposed by non-scientific factors rooted in socio-cultural
pressures.

9

Such a scene might include higher levels of biodiversity and lower rates of extinction (Kolbert, 2014)
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Results
Table 2. Frequency of Northeastern state appearance in discourse regarding eastern coyotes in historical
newspapers.

State Code
CT
MA
ME
NH
NY
VT

Frequency
5
45
9
9
45
97

Table 3. Frequency of code appearance in discourse regarding eastern coyotes in historical newspapers.
*HHC is Human-Human Conflict.

Code
Attack
Bounties
Civilization
Coexisting
Confusion
Coydog
Culture
Disney
Economics
Eerie
Extermination
Farmers
Fear
Firsting
Fladry
Fox
Government
Hunters
HHC*
Increasing presence

Frequency
4
48
17
1
52
47
3
6
21
16
25
12
7
36
1
10
10
14
47
172

Code
Indigenous History
Invasion
Keystone Predators
Killing
Laws
Migration Theory
Negative Diction
Physicality
Poisoning
Politics/Policies
Positive Diction
Predation
Protection
Purity
Range/Territory
Science
Size
Wild/Natural
Wolf

Frequency
8
2
17
95
17
101
64
88
15
16
33
98
8
42
10
80
78
19
53
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Purity was a central theme detected in the archival newspaper analysis. It was discussed
42 times, primarily in relation to concepts of “confusion,” “science,” and “laws” (Figure 12).
Due to the eastern coyote’s distinct hybrid nature, typically exhibiting a phenotypical and
genotypical cross between a coyote and wolf, public inquiries during the 1950s-1970s included
questions about their genetic purity. Common comments are as follows:
● Breeding true genetically
○ “We believe ours do have some wolf genes in them, but they are definitely
coyote. They breed true - they reproduce themselves, not some sort of mongrel”
(“Coyote’s Wail Heard in NH”, 1973, p. 6)
○ “This coyote, Day says, breeds true genetically and is not a cross with feral dogs
or with wolves of Canada” (“Who is this ‘new wolf?’”, 1978, p. 11)
● Full-blooded
○ “The full-blooded, native brother of the legendary western coyote” (“Growing
coyote population poses question of controls for Vermont”, 1976, p. 9)
○ “The skull of a full-blooded eastern coyote taken in Vermont shows the classic,
long, thin muzzle which is a true mark of coyote” (“Vermont’s coyotes”, 1976, p.
16)
● Crossbreeding / hybridization
○ “The resulting cross-breeding between coyotes and dogs produced the so-called
coy-dogs. New York game searchers, however, point out that for the most part the
present day population of coyotes in their state runs true to type (“Coyote, Coydog, or Wild Dog?”, 1957, p. 23)
● True / pure coyote
○ “But true coyotes, not coydogs, have been taken in New York State and in
Vermont” (“Coyotes at the Cobble”, 1975, p. 23)
○ “From such descriptions as have been given of the animals in Coon Hollow, they
are believed to be true coyotes” (“Coyotes or ‘Brush Wolves’ Reported Denning
Up in Famous Lanesboro Cave”, 1959, p. 17)

Discussion
At this point in time, the canid was still relatively new to the Northeastern United States.
These excerpts exhibit confusion and concern regarding the status of the eastern coyote’s purity.
The rhetoric used to craft this purity discourse is representative of the Northeast’s general
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scientific and social climate during the 1950s, 60s, and 70s. Each piece is purposeful in its
description; in each instance, writers sought to reject the presence of hybrid creatures among
Northeasterners, turning to reports of “true” or “full” bloodedness.
Similar rhetoric can be traced to how westerners cynically conceptualized other humans.
Historical white narratives about American Indians demarcate “full-blooded Indians” from those
of mixed descent, consequently bestowing different discriminatory laws upon genetically
different people (Hagan, 1985). People’s genetic makeup has also become an excuse for
contemporary dehumanization and personal conflicts of identity. During my time in college, I
have conversed with peers who receive judgment due to their skin tone – darker than white, but
lighter than black. They have described feeling ostracized by both white and Black communities,
trying to find a place to fit in. Where do humans and nonhumans fit when they occupy the
seemingly “in between” of categories for their entire lives? Consistent with the negative
connotation liminal people have received, eastern coyotes are associated with fear and dread in
their lack of purity and/or “mixed bloodedness.”

Figure 11. Beastly depiction of eastern coyote in The Berkshire Eagle (“Adirondack Hybrid Beast Very
Vicious”, 1950, p. 8).
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While the comparison of coyotes to humans may seem degrading upon first read, we
must recognize that the anthropocentrism upheld by western studies is not apparent in all
cultures. In fact, the Achuar of Amazonia, along with a significant number of other ethnic groups
around the world, believe plants and animals possess a soul and interpret their existence to be
people in different forms (Descola, 2014). This conception lives in contrast to the nature/culture
dichotomy, and instead views “humanity as a condition” (Descola, 2014). Therefore, I believe
that such a comparison is not a form of dehumanization but a step towards deconstructing the
limitations of western thought and its need to establish purity to subsequently bestow a
classificatory order among all things.
This common classification thus prioritizes
humans and non-humans that are pure and relegates those
that are less pure to a marginal status. It further
emphasizes the Euromerican desire to maintain boundaries
of purity for the sake of sustaining social identity. As
mentioned previously, Northeasterners hold tight to their
sense of place. It is therefore likely that Northeasterners
upheld a certain image of the Northeast prior to eastern
coyote expansion in the 1950s. Consequently, when
people began seeing eastern coyotes in the Northeast, the
presence of this new predator could have disrupted the
idea of a place they had held onto for decades. Such a
disruption in what has been deemed as a normal and ideal

Figure 12. Graphic in The Berkshire Eagle.
Caption talks of purity and danger
(“Coyotes Settling in the Green Mountains,
But Granite Stater Doubts Our Reports”,
1961, p. 8).
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landscape, elicits reactions from the land’s human inhabitants.
In a piece looking at the role of culture in education, Alfred North Whitehead (1967)
observed components of knowledge as “observational order” and “conceptual order”
(Whitehead, 1967). According to Fikret Berkes in Sacred Ecology, “the first of these orders is
constituted by our direct perceptions and observations. The second is constituted by our ways of
conceiving the universe. The concepts supplied by our conceptual order, the worldview,
invariably provide the interpretation of our observations of the world around us” (Berkes, 2017).
Disruption of this order could disrupt one’s sense of being and evoke a desire to maintain the
original ecosystem. Based upon the questioning of purity in the newspaper accounts, and
Northeasterners’ deep sense of place, I argue that these early newspapers uphold the cultural
desire of the time to maintain purity in one’s surroundings
Kay Milton came across a similar instance – when social values are reflected in the
treatment of wildlife – in his analysis of the United Kingdom's ruddy duck. The purity status of
the ruddy duck has been highly contested, as conservationists have sought to define its genetic
distinctness through the application of boundaries. Milton describes three “culturally defined”
boundaries: between two species, between natives and aliens, and between culture and nature
(Milton, 2000: 234). The ruddy duck campaign sought to maintain separation between ruddy
ducks and white-headed ducks (outsiders) to reduce hybridization and force these species into
separate categories. The purpose of this work was to sustain biodiversity; conservationists
rationalized that if the two species were to be distinctly separate, biodiversity would be greater
than if the two species merged into one hybrid species. There is a significant amount of irony in
the rationale of these conservationists.
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First, by forcing the ducks into synthetic categories and physically intervening in the
interactions between them to force coordination with categories, the conservationists are
disrupting the lives of these ducks, therefore promoting the black-and-white, faulty rationale
behind western conservation categorization. Second, the objective of conservation work is to
maintain the stability of the environment for future generations (Agrawal & Redford, 2009;
Guha, 1997). However, western conservation work seems to perceive ecosystems as static, and
thus sometimes preservable. Because of this view, western conservation science has been able to
impose this restrictive classification on ruddy ducks, instead of allowing them to progress
without intervention (Vidal, 1993). In a way, the forceful categorization of wildlife inhibits their
ability to evolve.
Milton quotes a passage from Vidal (1993) stating, “The ruddy duck is a problem created
by conservationists for conservationists…Science still sees nature as a collection of separate
things, united by casual laws, and decrees that all the bits must be maintained. The reality is that
nature is in a constant state of flux” (Milton, 2000; Vidal, 1993). Other forms of knowledge, such
as Indigenous sciences, would agree with Vidal’s interconnected ecosystem relationships that
inhabit a constant state of flux (Brooks, 2008). Yet, the cultural categories through which
western science establishes meaning wield immense power in the Northeast, tending to
overshadow any other forms of knowledge, especially in the mid 20th century.
In reference to Douglas (1966) and the symbolic nature of these categories, Milton states,
“their function is to make the world meaningful by representing reality to us. When we seek,
through our actions, to protect those categories, by maintaining the boundaries that separate
them, we are preserving our own understanding of the world” (Milton, 2000: 236). He is thus
supporting the notion that western-centric boundaries are created by conservationists who
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prioritize the continuation of pure species, while also questioning why westerners strive impose a
sort of eugenics among nonhuman beings.
In reflection upon the themes of negative diction (which appear 64 times) and conflicts
regarding purity (which appear 42 times) in the archival newspapers, I believe the same westerncentric boundaries of the ruddy duck campaign can be applied to the controversial status of
eastern coyotes in the mid 20th century. In perpetuating the human desire to classify and
categorize, I arrive at the characterization of the 1950s, 60s, and 70s as times of
utilitarian/traditionalist views towards wildlife. Manfredo et. al. (2020) define these views as
having to do with the belief that humans should manage wildlife for human benefit. Given that
the time of the eastern coyote’s arrival in the Northeast still upheld a general distaste of nonhuman predators, this general attitude is quite sensible and consistent with western scientific
thought.
During the 1950s, the traditional predator-prey theory remained a central element in the
human response to non-human predators. The predator-prey model has evolved throughout time
and has significant implications for directing perceptions of wildlife. The original model,
however, was highly dependent upon the Lotka-Volterra predator-prey equations that assumed a
bottom-up trophic response in which “the response of the populations would be proportional to
the product of their biomass densities” (Berryman, 1992) such that:
dN/dt = aN - bNP
dP/dt = cNP - dP
The ultimate takeaway from this theory in its original form is that it does not consider predators
as an important part of ecological function. In other words, predators’ existence depends upon
the consumption of lower trophic levels and adds nothing to ecosystem balance. These thoughts
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would later be modified with the arrival of the Green World Hypothesis (Hairston et al., 1960;
Wilkinson & Sherratt, 2016) which offers a top-down explanation for trophic cascades and
positions predators as key components of ecosystems. But for the time being, predators were
thought to be worthless. These perceptions likely solidified the utilitarian, traditional
conceptualizations of eastern coyotes at the time of their arrival, as they were structurally
conceived to be threatening creatures with no ecological purpose.
Therefore, despite knowing about the failed eradication campaigns of western coyotes in
prior decades (Flores, 2016), these Northeastern newspapers still called for mass killing trips and
the installation of bounties to manage the eastern coyote population. During this time,
Northeasterners were simultaneously concerned with the purity status of the eastern coyote
which can be traced to the western desire to maintain purity. In both ecological and social
American histories, the push for purity wreaked havoc among those deemed “impure.” The
power of the socio-cultural boundary established through the western desire to remain pure was
undoubtedly a reason for the hateful rhetoric imposed upon eastern coyotes in these early
newspapers. Though as I will discuss in the next chapter, purity was not the only theme at play.
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Chapter Five: Breaking Human-Coyote Boundaries
Confusing the Categories
Eastern coyotes are creatures so similar to humans that we respond to their presence in
irrational ways. Their hybrid nature evokes questions of purity and consequently danger
(Douglas, 1966). Yet, we – humans, westerners, Northeasterners – fail to acknowledge our
hybrid history with different kinds of humans. Might it be our similarities with coyotes, such as
those of persisting through hardships, colonizing new lands, and constantly adapting to changing
environments, that create one of the most intense human-wildlife conflicts in history? Dan Flores
says it best in his book, Coyote America:
The history of the human-canid relationship is also a driver of the hybrid phenomenon,
just as it drives our continuing warfare against coyotes today. And yet - this is the part I
like best - the fact that we too are hybrids, that once again the coyote story is echoing the
evolutionary trajectory that made us such a wildly successful species ourselves, is the
most delicious irony of all. (Flores, 2016)
The irony of our relationship with eastern coyotes is lost among many, allowing hatred of the
canid for crossing the nature/culture boundary to continuously persist.
Americans who lived through the Great Depression and World Wars entered adulthood
around the 1950s, occupying leadership positions until younger generations gained control over
public thought in the 80s and 90s. Consequently, traditional, utilitarian perceptions of predators
generally pervaded public opinion until the 80s. At the same time, conversations about eastern
coyotes did not stop at purity. Confusion over the biological abilities and origins of the canid was
an additional factor evident in these Northeastern newspapers. So, while the archival newspapers
illustrate people’s desire to prove or disprove the purity of eastern coyotes, many also voiced
Northeasterners’ concern over coyote migration into the region.
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At the time, eastern coyotes did not fit into the boxes deemed necessary for categorical
conceptualizations of western society. Not only did they defy the desire for pure-bred, genetic
integrity, but they broke the bounds of the nature/culture dichotomy. Because eastern coyotes
can thrive in just about any environment, both alongside and away from humans (Alagona, n.d.;
Atwood et al., 2004; Curtis et al., n.d.; Elliot et al., n.d.; Franckowiak et al., 2019), they
challenge the idealized separation between nature and culture. Today, many scientists continue to
grapple with the eastern coyote’s profound ability to reside in various environmental conditions.
During the 20th century, this breaking of the nature/culture boundary sparked confusion that
translated into fear. This fear eventually morphed into hatred towards the canid. I attribute these
negative feelings to be both an artifact of broken boundaries and the ingrained desire to reinstate
traditional boundaries.

Results
Confusion to Fear
Because humans are driven to make comparisons that categorize the world around us, we
are prompted to ask questions that result in distinctive answers. Archival newspapers during the
1950s to 1970s are abundant with these kinds of questions, allowing researchers to trace themes
over time. People’s confusion was manifested into the following pattern:
● Questions about what the eastern coyote actually is
○ “The experts, reported nature writer Ogden Tanner, could argue only that the
animals were not werewolves - as some newspaper accounts had gleefully
suggested” (“Old fears renewed - Coyote returns to haunt the East”, 1978, p. 24)
○ “Every time mention has been made of coyotes appearing in Vermont, there has
been some wonder in the minds of many persons, whether it was not a dog gone
wild, rather than a real coyote” (“Coyotes in Vermont”, 1955, p. 4)
○ “He was sure this animal was a wolf, he said, though he had first mistaken it for a
deer” (“Readsboro, VT: Hunter Gets Coyote in Deer Hunt”, 1968, p. 4)
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○ “...there is a sharp disagreement among area naturalists about what the animals
are. Are they wolves or coyotes? (“Sighting ‘wolves’ in Cheshire raises old
zoological question”, 1977, p. 1)
○ “So who is this ‘new wolf,’ this ‘coyote,’ this ‘coydog’ of the northeast that
everyone is so excited about from Maine to the Adironacks?” (“Who is this ‘new
wolf?’, 1978, p. 11)
● Questions about eastern coyote presence
○ “Are there or aren’t there coyotes in Vermont?” (“Coyotes Cause Capital
Debate”, 1961, p. 1)
○ “There are unbelievers. New Hampshire Fish and Game Director Ralph G.
Carpenter II said: ‘A lot of the coyotes or wolves reported to us are like the black
panther that is reported to us every year. The panther has a way of disappearing
into thin air when we try to trace him’” (“Coyotes in Vermont: Gradual Migration
Cited; Threat to Deer is Feared”, 1961, p. 16)
● Questions about eastern coyote origin
○ “Keefe said that some experts believe the Eastern coyote is a species separate
from the Western coyote, while other experts believe that the animal is linked
genetically with Western coyotes which migrated eastward through Canada”
(“Dead coyote believed victim of automobile”, 1976, p. 12)
○ “The animals observed were too large to be coyotes, too small to be wolves, too
wild to be dogs…so what were they? And where did they come from? And
why now - beginning in the late 1950’s and increasing since then?” (“Meet New
England’s new wolf; he’s not a bad fellow, 1973, p. 5)

Most people relied upon phenotypic characteristics of eastern coyotes to make
assumptions regarding their genetic makeup. Speculation that coyotes were not coyotes but
instead wolves, dogs, or foxes were common, with wolves being the most frequent comparison
(Table 3). In identifying the similarities between this new creature and those that were previously
known to inhabit New England, people understood eastern coyotes as not fitting neatly into
previously understood categories. The results were these conversations that are infused with
confusion. Within the archival newspapers, I found writers to either describe themselves or quote
someone describing their confusion 52 times (Table 3).
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Beyond attempting to constrain eastern coyotes to previously established categories,
people questioned the canid’s general existence in the Northeast, as well as its origins.
Consequently, the codes “increasing presence” and “migration theory” upheld the highest
frequencies of appearance in the historical newspapers, emerging 172 and 101 times,
respectively (Table 3). During the 20th century, 172 Northeastern newspaper articles posed
questions about the newfound presence of eastern coyotes, many of them classifying the canid as
affirming presence in the region. Some articles articulate, “coy-dogs thriving in Vermont”
(“Migrating Eastward: Coy-Dogs Thriving in Vermont”, 1965, p. 5), while others say, “reports
of coy-dogs have continued” (“Coyote, Coy-dog, or Wild Dog?”, 1957, p. 23). Today, while
scholars still speculate over the origins of eastern coyotes, they have firmly established that
population levels have been increasing since the 1950s (Bogan, 2014; Connecticut Department
of Environmental Protection Wildlife Division, 2009). Overall, while the presence of eastern
coyotes was contested during the mid-20th century, their status as an established species in the
Northeast has become widely accepted today.
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Figure 13. Spatial distribution of eastern coyote sightings in Northeastern newspapers 1950s1980s. Many coyotes were reported to occupy the Adirondacks region (green). Esri, 2021; maps
were created using ArcGIS software by Esri. ArcGIS and ArcMap.

Figure 14. Spatial distribution of eastern coyote sightings in New Hampshire, Vermont, Maine
(top from the left), New York, Massachusetts, and Connecticut (bottom from the left). Esri,
2021; maps were created using ArcGIS software by Esri. ArcGIS and ArcMap.
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Fear to Hatred
The irregularities of eastern coyotes, in comparison to the rest of nature (from their
visible features to their resilient behaviors), tended to transform Northeasterners’ confusion into
fear. As such, concepts of killing and creating bounties to rid these boundary-crossing creatures
were repetitively apparent in the newspapers, with 95 instances of the “killing” code and 48
codes for “bounties” (Table 3). An umbrella theme was thus deemed “negative diction.” The
following excerpts highlight the turn from fear to hatred:
● Negative Diction
○ “A Vermont varmint” (“A Vermont Varmint”, 1957, p. 9)
○ “Coyote returns to haunt East” (“Old fears renewed - Coyote returns to haunt
East”, 1978, p. 24)
○ “The Animals that Nobody Loved” (“The Animals that Nobody Loved”, 1980)
○ “Wolf-like marauders” (“A Vermont Varmint”, 1957)
○ “Adirondack Hybrid Beast Very Vicious” (“Adirondack Hybrid Beast Very
Vicious”, 1950, p. 58)
○ “A strange beast” (“Bennington County Hunters Take Home Strange Trophies”,
1967, p. 6)
○ “Eradicate this intruder from Vermont” (“Black Tells of Finding New Coyotes’
Den in Shaftsbury”, 1957, p. 7)
○ “Coyotes spread rabies, bubonic plague and other serious diseases” (“Livestock
producers howl over coyote control policy”, 1979, p. 9)
○ “Prominent fangs” (“One Less Coyote”, 1969, p. 3)
○ “The killers were spreading” (“Outdoorsman - Create Problem”, 1954, p. 14)
○ “Man and beast” (“The noble coyote”, 1976, p. 13)
● Killing
○ “State game wardens aided by local farmers are hunting down the coyotes in an
attempt to finish the marauders off” (“Coyote Hunt in Shaftsbury Gets Results”,
1956, p. 3)
○ “Although he didn’t get a deer, a Bennington hunter distinguished himself by
bagging a real rarity - a coyote in the Hosea Mann swamp of West Dover”
(“Coyote, Bear, 17 Deer in Latest Kills”, 1954, p. 4).
○ “This episode of the coyote shot in Bolton by a Burlington man may help to
clarify the matter so hunters will deplete the coyote supply in the Green
Mountains” (“Coyotes in Vermont”, 1955, p. 4)
○ “But on Saturday night, Joseph A. Sousa, of neighboring New Bedford, bagged a
full-blooded 40-pound coyote” (“Coyote Invade Bay State”, 1969, p. 14)
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○ “Two coyote, far from their natural habitats many hundred miles westward, were
slain in Windham County Monday” (“Deer Reports Climb to 155, Running
High”, 1954, p. 1)
○ “In November 1972 a coyote, shot by a deer hunter, was hung up in Millinocket,
Maine, for all to see” (“Eastward the coyote”, 1973, p. 4)
○ “A hunting prize rare for the New England region, a full-grown coyote, was shot
Saturday morning near Dover, Vt., by a North Adams hunter” (“Man Downs a
Full-Grown Coyote Near Dover, VT.”, 1961, p. 10)
○ “Game Warden Steve Pratt of Island Pond put a bullet into the first specimen
taken in the Green Mountain State” (“No More Myth”, 1950, p. 3)
○ “A strange coyote-like animal was shot and killed here by Curney Vaughn on a
hill south of the Battenkill River” (“Shoots Mystery Animal”, 1964, p. 4)
○ “A predator is an animal that preys upon another animal as a habitual way of life;
but in the minds of many people a predator is anything that kills something that
they want to kill themselves” (“Reflecting on predators - Coyotes and cats”, 1973,
p. 5)
○ Stephentown Man Kills Coyote and Saves Deer” (“Stephentown Man Kills
Coyote and Saves Deer”, 1958, p. 8)
○ “Vermont’s Coyotes will have to be wilier than ever to escape extinction if some
of the state’s outdoorsman have their way” (“The Paradox of Predators”, 1958, p.
13)
○ “Part of the reason for this slaughter is that the coyote invades the sheep owners’
flocks” (Brown, “The Sportsman’s Column”, 1959, p. 14)
● Bounties (FOR)
○ “The Vermont legislature this session will consider two bills concerning the
animal, one to institute a $10 bounty on what the writer calls “all genetically and
functionally similar animals which are wild creatures and which pose a threat to
livestock” (Giddings, “A New ‘Wolf’”, 1978, p. 24)
○ “Theilman, whose 52-pounder is nearly twice the size of an average coyote, said
he thinks the state should place a bounty on coyotes before they kill too many
deer” (“Are Coyotes Roving the State?”, 1961, p. 7)
○ “No sooner had Sousa returned home than he discovered that earlier in the day a
local representative, Raymond Peck, had placed a $15 bounty on all coyotes, dead
or alive. It seems Peck was worried that the coyotes would kill small stocked
game and farm animals” (“Coyotes Invade the Bay State”, 1969, p. 14)
○ “Bounties are being paid on the “wolves” and a concerted hunting drive is going
against them” (“Interesting Exhibit”, 1951, p. 8)
○ “Some talk locally about getting a bounty arrangement fast to clean the coyotes
out before they get too strong a foothold (if they haven’t already)” (Hadwen and
Howe II, “Outdoor Trails and Tales - Coyotes”, 1956, p. 10)
○ “When the Maine legislature convened this year, a bill was immediately
introduced setting up a bounty on coyotes of $50 a head” (Gordon, “The Coyote
Comes East”, 1973, p. 4)
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● Bounties (AGAINST)
○ “No, there’s no bounty on them. They are no more dangerous than a fox but
probably could do damage to deer” (“Bennington County Hunters Take Home
Strange Trophies”, 1967, p. 6)
○ “He said wildlife biologists generally agree bounties don’t work” (“CoyoteControl Backed”, 1978, p. 6)
○ “The House Tuesday effectively killed a bill allowing bounties on coyotes”
(“Coyote get a break”, 1978, p. 14)
○ “Farmers who lose livestock to dogs can submit claims for state reimbursement.
Vermont has no bounty on coyotes and no provision for losses from the animals”
(“Dogs, not coyotes, kill most sheep”, 1978, p. 26)
○ “We have an open season now and you can shoot them anytime. “Pelts are
bringing from $25 to $50 from fur-buyers and that is incentive enough without the
bounty”, game officials insist” (Pugliese, “The great coyote controversy”, 1979,
p. 4)
○ “I can’t see through any of my research where a bounty has ever helped properly
manage any game population” (Pugliese, “The great coyote controversy”, 1979, p.
4)

Discussion
Crossing into Liminal Space
People who adhere to western scientific thought understand the non-human animal world
through the structural principles of taxonomic classification. This “social understanding of
environmental order” (Knight, 2000) allows animals to be perceived as out of place and/or dirty
when they do not fit into the structured mold of this order (Douglas, 1966; Knight, 2000). By
crossing beyond and confusing these pre-programmed boundaries of how many people
understand the fundamental function nature, animals can become marked as “anomalous
creatures” (Knight, 2000), hence the vile descriptions of eastern coyotes. According to Edmund
Leach, the term “vermin” is typically utilized in circumstances where boundaries are crossed,
forming “an intermediate category of animals that breach symbolically marked spatial
boundaries” (Knight, 2000; Leach, 1989). Therefore, the diction that portrays eastern coyotes as
morally despicable in the newspapers can be attributed to their breach of categorical
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classification. In fact, one researcher attributes the “trickster” status of coyotes in many
Indigenous stories, to be a product of coyotes’ place in the “liminal regions” of both nature and
culture (Knight, 2000; Meléndez, 1987). When eastern coyotes are placed on the horizontal
spectrum of nature and culture, or that of wolf and woman, they tend to fall in the space between
the distinct categories.
Per Victor Turner’s definition of liminal space as a way of occupying the “in between” of
two distinct entities (Turner, 1969), eastern coyotes' genotypic and phenotypic hybrid
characteristics automatically place them at a disadvantage in the eyes of human society. The
occupancy of liminal space is generally associated with fear (Turner, 1969); when a being or
material does not fit into distinct categories, they spark turmoil (Douglas, 1966; Lévi-Strauss,
1966). In general, westerners prefer when bounds are upheld (not broken) and lines are clear (not
blurred), as categorical structuralism is the way in which many make sense of the world (LéviStrauss, 1966). Therefore, a hybrid animal like the eastern coyote occupies the liminal space
between the previously established categories of wolf and woman. In religious anthropology,
liminal space is expected to eventually be exited, as it is one component of Van Gennep’s The
Rites of Passage (1961). However, a hybrid creature cannot simply “exit” its biology.
Consequently, if we choose to perceive eastern coyotes using the nature/culture dichotomy, they
will permanently occupy the liminal space, and will thus be continuously interpreted as outcasts.
Liminal space is simultaneously an area that facilitates confusion. When westerners
cannot automatically distinguish an entity’s category of belonging, we prompt comparisons to
entities with which we are already familiar. For this reason, archival newspapers included
comparisons of the eastern coyote to werewolves, wolves, foxes, and dogs. One article even goes
so far as to illustrate the author’s confusion in a hyperbolic manner, stating a hunter had
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originally mistaken a coyote for a deer, and thus exaggerating the idea that coyotes cross the
boundaries of the idealized canid.
Eastern coyotes also occupy liminal space in terms of their physical placement within
Northeastern ecosystems. These mesopredators have learned to live in urban areas alongside
humans and currently reside in every state in the continental United States (Feldhamer et al.,
2003). Today, their behavioral and dietary “plasticity” allows them to thrive in nearly all
ecosystems, including those dominated by humans (Bekoff & Gese, 2003; Elliot et al., 2016).
This uncommon occupation of various spaces can elicit fear within human inhabitants of the
area, as the predators may be perceived as threatening in their liminality. Eastern coyotes uphold
liminality by being hybrids that are flexible in their spatial dynamics. In their crossing of these
boundaries and consequently close proximity to humans, liminal eastern coyotes have confused
Northeasterners who have responded with fear and hatred towards the canid.
As a result, most Northeasterners rationalized that killing eastern coyotes would solve the
issue of their threatening, liminal existence. What is particularly interesting about this response is
that Northeasterners were already aware of the failed coyote eradication campaigns out West by
the time they proposed killing in the Northeast. In the newspapers, the hateful rhetoric and talk of
instituting bounties and raids on eastern coyotes began in the 1950s. By this time, the Western
United States had already spent millions of dollars to eradicate coyotes, only to watch coyotes
increase their populations. Therefore, Northeasterners and eastern coyotes occupy a unique place
in the history of human-wildlife conflict in the United States; Northeasterners knew killing was
not the logical answer, yet they still promoted killing the creature they painted in a vile light.
This prompts the question: why did Northeasterners turn towards killing despite knowing of the
failed coyote eradication campaigns out West?
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A Reflection of Human-Human Conflict
There are two reasonable explanations to this situation in the context of environmental
anthropology and political ecology. First, not all Northeasterners hold the same opinions towards
eastern coyotes. Up until now, I have been grouping Northeasterners together as a sort of
“people” to convey the regional focus of this study, which will have greater application in the
analysis of ethnographic interviews. However, the assumption that all Northeasterners hold the
same values, and have throughout history, is a false one. This fallacy is especially apparent when
discussing Northeasterners’ reactions to the notion of culling all the eastern coyotes. As is
apparent in the quoted segment on “bounties,” there were mixed opinions regarding the necessity
and relevance of bounties as a management strategy for eastern coyotes. In fact, the strongest
divides were between scientists and hunters. Stories of farmers protecting their livestock were
highly apparent in the Northeastern newspapers and have been well-studied in the Western
United States. Because of this, hunters pervaded the main narratives of these newspapers. To
address this distinction, I turn to John Knight’s (2000) theory of Human-Wildlife Conflict as
Human-Human Conflict in an attempt to explain the persistence of killing narratives in the
Northeast, despite the knowledge of failed eradication campaigns out West.
By the late 1900s, when scientific thought was becoming more prevalent in the public
narratives about eastern coyotes, hunters still held on to traditional perspectives, which opposed
those of scientists. Many hunters claimed that coyotes were decimating the deer populations in
the Northeast, even though today, those claims remain unsupported. Diction such as “varmints”
and “marauders” were applied to this historical media to evoke hatred from the public. Some
articles even claimed that hunters were saving the deer herds by decimating coyotes
(“Stephentown Man Kills Coyote and Saves Deer”, 1958, p. 8). Though most upheld narratives
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such as, “hunting down the coyotes in an attempt to finish the marauders off (“Coyote Hunt in
Shaftsbury Gets Results”, 1956, p. 3). A biology professor at Hampshire College, Dr. Coppinger,
stated, “An awful lot of people think they’re (coyotes) deer killers. Hunters think deer are theirs
and shoot them (coyotes)” (“Predator shot in Monroe called coyote-wolf breed”, 1976, p. 3).
Another newspaper posited, “For whatever reason, the uninformed hunter has always sought to
kill strange or unique animals. This new breed of coyote has as much a place in Vermont as does
the wild turkey or the fisher” (“The Outdoor World”, 1975, p. 13). While these negative
narratives persisted in the hunting world, scientific thought began establishing an opposing
stance.
The realization that eastern coyotes were not a problem to deer herds is not unique to
contemporary scientific discourses. In fact, some sparse but significant newspaper articles
described the US Fish and Wildlife’s disapproval of bounties and large killing raids, for they
realized the ineffectiveness of such efforts (Altschull, “Washington Letter”, 1953, p. 6). Of the
80 codes regarding science in the archived newspapers (Table 3), many of them included
language such as, “the coyote has had no significant effect on New England deer populations.
Studies in both New Hampshire and Vermont have proved that” (“Coyote and Deer: A
Misunderstood Story”, 1979, p. 4). Barbara Lawrence, a curator of mammals at Harvard
University’s Museum of Comparative Zoology and a central part of these historical narratives,
did most of the early work discerning the genetic composition and biological tendencies of
eastern coyotes through the examination of their skulls. She is cited in one newspaper as saying,
“it would be a pity if we wiped them out before we know whether they are beneficial or harmful.
The studies that biologists are conducting would be jeopardized if they were to be killed for
bounty” (“Coyote, Coydog, Canid”, 1963, p. 15). Many other studies, including some from the
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Vermont Agriculture Experiment Station and agriculture extension service echoed this sentiment
and asserted in the 1970s that dogs were most responsible for livestock deaths in the Northeast,
not coyotes (“Dogs, not coyotes, kill the most sheep”, 1978, p. 26). Clearly, by the late 1900s
public discourse about coyotes had begun to get a bit more complicated.
Ultimate confusion, fear, and hatred towards the predator was no longer the primary
focus by the 1980s, as eastern coyotes had become more established in the Northeast, and thus
allowed time for longer observations of their behavioral and biological tendencies. In fact,
around the 1970s the media began to display apparent differences in public opinion regarding the
place of eastern coyotes. So, while utilitarian views of eastern coyotes persisted, some
Northeasterners, especially scientists, started advocating for coexistence between people and
canid. While these mutualist thoughts (Manfredo, 2003; 2020) certainly did not dominate the
public narrative, they were nonetheless present.
I attribute these differences to John Knight’s theory that Human-Wildlife Conflict is a
cover for underlying Human-Human Conflict. During the 60s, 70s, and 80s, massive social
changes were striking the nation. Civil unrest protesting the Vietnam War and the beginning of
the Environmental Movement are only a couple examples of this change. Thus, the nation (and
consequently, the Northeast) was divided into utilitarian, traditionalist thinkers, and newer,
activism-driven thinkers. John Knight theorizes that human conflicts can sometimes be projected
onto wildlife: “the ostensive conflict with wildlife may in fact be a symbolic vehicle for the
expression of a social conflict between people” (Knight, 2000). I therefore argue that the
newfound, mixed opinions about eastern coyotes could have been reflective of gradual social
change, or as Knight would put it, “human-human conflict.”
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A Masculine Savior Complex: “Conquer the Beast!”
Since the establishment of the original Predator-Prey model, modifications have been
made, such as adding the theory of Intraguild Predation, which introduced competition as an
integral component of trophic cascade modeling. The following model contains these variables:
Predator (P), Prey (N), and Resource (R) (Holt & Polis, 1997):
dP/dt = P(b’ a’ R + βαN - m’)
dN/dt = N(abR - m - αP)
dR/dt = R[r(1-R/K) - aN - a’P]
The Intraguild Predation model incorporates factors of predation and competition into the
original predator-prey theory. Due to the consideration of competition as an essential component
of species survival, this model can be applied to human-wildlife conflict where humans and nonhumans are perceived to be in competition with one another. John Knight explains this
relationship in his edited piece, Natural Enemies: People-Wildlife Conflicts in Anthropological
Perspective:
People-wildlife conflicts are relations of rivalry or antagonism between human beings
and wild animals which typically arise from territorial proximity and involve reliance on
the same resources or a threat to human wellbeing or safety. People-wildlife conflicts
thus include both competition and predation: competition for food between humans and
other animal species and wild animal predation on people. (Knight, 2000)
In the case of the historical eastern coyote, territorial proximity to Northeasterners and
threatening things upon which Northeasterners place value (i.e., deer and livestock) are factors
that coincide with the conflicts observed in the newspapers. Competition between Northeastern
hunters – who at the time were primarily men – and coyotes is a common theme among the
historical public discourse. Hunters are cited as wanting to “finish the marauders off” and “bag”
all the eastern coyotes, despite knowing that the killing campaigns against coyotes had
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previously failed. Still, according to Flores (2016), there exists a sort of ingrained competition
between humans and coyotes that provokes the persistence of human-coyote conflict.
The second explanation for the persistence of these seemingly irrational killing narratives
is therefore the desire to uphold masculine attributes during a time where humans crafted a
narrative under which they saw themselves as threatened by predators. Even though coyotes are
generally mesopredators, they can become top predators when other predators are eradicated
from an ecosystem (Prugh et al., 2009). Prugh et al. (2009) look at how mesopredator ranges
have expanded over the past 200 years, while apex predator ranges have contracted as a result of
human-induced persecution and degradation. Such is the case with the eastern coyote, as they
replaced the wolf as the top predator in the Northeast.
The Green World Hypothesis and the concept of predators being “keystone” species did
not arrive until the 1960s. The historical newspapers underscore a divide between scientists and
hunters, for they place value upon different things. For scientists, understanding how eastern
coyotes function through the lens of the scientific process was of main importance. For hunters,
maintaining the deer population of the Northeast was of main importance. Upon release of these
new scientific ideas that considered predators as integral components of ecosystems, coupled
with statements by scientists in the newspapers that eastern coyotes did not decimate deer herds,
hunters still held tight to the traditional, utilitarian idea values. These values typically upheld that
eastern coyotes were threatening the Northeastern ecosystem they had come to know over time.
Such values are consistent with those held prior to the 1960s when the original Predator-Prey
theory claimed that predators had no purpose other than consuming lower trophic levels. Thus,
by killing these predators, men were not only able to attempt to preserve their sense of
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Northeastern place, but they were also able to uphold a savior complex that lies at the roots of
toxic masculinity.

Figure 15. Graphic from The Berkshire Eagle (“Coyote-type marauder killed”,
1956, p. 3).

The push to uphold values of strength and dominance were prevalent for many
Northeastern men after the World Wars and is reflected in the ways they chose to treat
Northeastern predators. Campaigns against bobcats were also mentioned sparsely in the
historical newspapers, indicating that other predators were receiving resistance from
Northeastern hunters at the time. Resistance to the presence of predators within what was then
deemed “humanity,” or space occupied by humans (as western dichotomous thinking did not
allow for cross-categorical thinking), was not unique to the Northeast. In fact, researchers across
the nation cite hunting as an integral part of white male identity. Fine’s (2000) study of
autoworkers in Michigan even brings the discussion back to The Rites of Passage, illustrating
how hunting was a continuous source of white male identity, especially after World War II. She
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states that “hunting was not simply a rite of passage to adult malehood, but also was increasingly
seen as a right…” (Fine, 2000). Because hunting and war both involve competitive combat, Fine
believes the 20th century white male’s masculinity was linked with his participation in either
conflict. She describes how post-war men displayed their masculine strength through hunting
instead of war and supports her argument with Theodore Roosevelt’s 1905 statement that “the
qualities that make a good soldier…are the qualities that make a good hunter” (Fine, 2000;
Roosevelt, 1905). She also cites a 1919 sportsman article that describes the need to set aside
public land for hunting “to ensure that our nation is composed of strong, healthy men, not
only…prepared for future military service, but…better able to withstand the duties of a
successful civil life” (Fine, 2000; “Sport and National Security,” 1919). Ultimately, during the
early and mid-20th century, while some Northeasterners hunted for subsistence, the sport itself
was utilized to uphold masculine attributes of strength and power, and thus reaffirm white male
identity.
Another piece by Bye (2010) uses the relationships
between ‘masculinity,’ ‘rurality,’ and ‘urbanity’ to
describe how gendered practices are related to socioculturally constructed space. The Northeastern newspapers
do not discuss eastern coyotes’ encroachment upon urban
space as much as contemporary media does, but they do
focus on eastern coyotes’ encroachment into Northeastern
space in general. The simple use of “encroachment,”
which is common among the narratives, automatically
facilitates the conception of the coyotes as outsiders.

Figure 16. Graphic from The Berkshire
Eagle (Bristol, “The Outdoor World”,
1975, p. 13).
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Because the Northeast could be perceived as a socio-culturally constructed space in which deer
were plentiful and hunters had control over nature, the “intrusion” of a persistent predatordeemed-pest disrupted Northeasterners’ perceived sense of space and evoked the hunting and
killing narratives that are apparent in the historical newspapers. These narratives are fueled by
the masculine drive to wield power and ensure safety of one’s nation – as were the general goals
of war – and in turn, bring down the enemy to uphold an expected savior complex associated
with white male identity.
Interestingly, eastern coyotes were not the only non-human creatures to face the drastic
measures employed by humans to maintain masculine identities. In fact, a historical parallel can
be seen in Australia's Great Emu War of 1932. During this war, similar killing narratives were
employed in public papers, making statements such as, “the enemy is the tough, prolific,
gangling marauder of the sand plains” (Cook & Jovanović, 2019). Similar to how farmers and
hunters disapproved of eastern coyote presence, as they believed the canid posed threats to
livestock and deer, Australians believed emus were ruining large crop farming operations. Also
like Americans’ failure to eradicate coyotes, Australians employed military action against emus
that failed miserably. Finally, similar to the socio-cultural post-war status of America during the
Northeastern raids against eastern coyotes, Australia was also experiencing a post-human-war
period when it launched military action against the emus. According to John Knight, “protection
of the community from harmful animals may well be formally institutionalized as a social or
political duty and publicly honored as heroism” (Knight, 2000). It seems that both Northeastern
Americans and Australians launched eradication campaigns against nonhumans to uphold ideas
of western progress (i.e., strength and domination) despite their ultimate failure.
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These parallels highlight the major themes that have been discussed in this chapter. First,
non-human animals that cross into what is perceived as human-dominated territory are perceived
as threatening to human livelihoods by breaking the nature-culture dichotomy. This has caused
confusion that has led to fear and ultimately turned into hatred. Second, this turn to hatred is not
a conception associated with all people, but instead unique groups like hunters. Because humans
hold differing perspectives on the boundary-crossing predators, we can delineate how humanhuman conflict is reflected in human-wildlife conflict. Finally, the association between hunting
and masculinity – and the perception that ridding human society of pests is one’s “civic duty”
(Knight, 2000) – is a key component to explaining the destructive killing narratives found in the
mid-20th century newspapers. Today, many hunting organizations align themselves with
scientific thought and conservation efforts (i.e., the Pittman-Robertson Act) which illustrates a
radical change from the opposing narratives between scientists and hunters in the historical
Northeastern newspapers. The next chapter will explore this contemporary shift.
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Chapter Six: Reshaping Human-Coyote Boundaries
New Lines of Thinking
Today, a plethora of studies have been conducted on the eastern coyote. While a small
cluster of this research looks at the social dimension of eastern coyote presence, most work
focuses on understanding the biology and ecology of the canid. The contemporary interviews I
conducted contribute to that smaller segment of research, offering a critical lens into how
Northeasterners perceive eastern coyotes today. I observed general coexistence-oriented attitudes
towards eastern coyotes among contemporary Northeasterners. This is consistent with the
framework developed by Manfredo et al. (2020) through a long-term, multi-state study where
researchers detected a social shift in Americans’ perceptions of wildlife. They observed
increased support for mutualistic values (“seeing wildlife as part of one’s social community and
deserving of rights like humans”) and decreased support for traditional, utilitarian values
(“treating wildlife as resources to be used for human benefit”) (Manfredo et al., 2020). In this
chapter, I analyze personal interviews regarding Northeasterners’ attitudes towards eastern
coyotes today, explore the role of contemporary trail camera footage in changing the dialogue
surrounding predators, and offer reasoning for the temporal social shift towards coexistencebased values.
Manfredo et al. (2020) define a shift in social values as, “large-scale change in
prioritization of values, as well as the possibility of introduction of entirely new cognitive goals.”
These researchers make overarching statements about the increased acceptance of all American
wildlife post World War II and attribute the shift to enhanced economic growth and urbanization.
However, the temporal application of this theory does not match exactly with changing attitudes
towards the eastern coyote; as addressed in the previous chapters, intense hatred towards and
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efforts to kill the canid were a clear component of public narrative until the 1980s. While
Manfredo et al. (2020) attribute the shift from domination to mutualism to be a result of
increased anthropomorphic thinking in the United States, I believe such thinking has actually
sustained hatred of eastern coyotes for many years (see Chapter Seven). While Manfredo’s
theory holds true in terms of a generalized shift in western conceptualization of wildlife
throughout time, more studies focusing on perceptions of predators are necessary to confirm the
theory’s application to specific species. My findings on the eastern coyote do indicate a shift
towards mutualistic values, but also highlight a discrepancy in the timing of the shift, as post
World War II narratives maintained a despicable image of eastern coyotes that lasted for
decades.

Results
In a friendly conversation with the current President of the Wildlife Society, Secretary for
the Northeast Fish and Wildlife Association, and prior Chief Biologist for the state of New York,
Gordon Batcheller shared that, “the public has more interests, questions, and concerns about
coyotes, more than just about any other species. They’re misunderstood, they’re secretive
generally but not always, they’re a fairly large animal, so because of that they can frighten
people” (personal interview with Gordon Batcheller). Dan Flores echoes this “misunderstood”
nature of coyotes in his book Coyote America, exploring how the media has the tendency to
misconstrue public opinion (Flores, 2016). While the formation of opinion is a process to which
individual agency contributes, social opinion seems to greatly influence individual opinion
(Smolicz, 1981), and therefore the construction of public opinion can become a political act.
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Table 4. Comparing the frequency of codes in newspapers (past) and interviews (present).
Code
Bounties
Coexistence
Confusion
Concern (domestic animals)
Concern (children)
Economic value
Extermination
Fear
HHC
Keystone
Killing
Purity
Need more information
Wild/Natural

Newspaper
Frequency (%)
13
0.4
15.4
3.9
0
7.9
8.7
11.8
11.8
5.5
31.5
12.2
0
4.7

Interview
Frequency (%)
0
100
3.4
51.7
10.3
10.3
0
0
0
20.7
100
0
100
69

Time period of
higher frequency
Past
Present
Past
Present
Present
Past
Past
Past
Past
Present
Present
Past
Present
Present

In comparing the frequency of codes observed in both historical newspapers and
contemporary interviews, I detected a significant change in Northeasterners’ attitudes towards
eastern coyotes. Overall, the negative-leaning codes such as “bounties,” “extermination,” and
“fear” were more prevalent in the historical newspapers, indicating a shift away from traditional
attitudes towards eastern coyotes. Moreover, 100% of contemporary interview respondents
discussed the topic of coexistence as well as the need for more information about eastern
coyotes. Such topics were nearly non-existent in the historical newspapers, and even if they were
mentioned, they were unique instances of minority opinion.
Some code trends need further explanation, as simple statistics do not adequately
represent the entire story. For example, concerns regarding domestic animals are higher today.
During my conversations with Northeasterners, many voiced concerns over their small pets. On
the other hand, historical newspapers were more concerned about livestock. Of the farmers I
spoke with, only one was immediately concerned with coyote depredation, primarily on her
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chickens. Therefore, when looking at the statistics, one might wonder why concerns are elevated
today. When we look deeper into the ethnographic interviews, we come to understand that
concern is still present, but the kinds of domestic animals people are concerned about today have
changed. While in the past, most Northeasterners were concerned about their livestock, today’s
Northeasterners are more concerned about the threats coyotes pose to their small pets. This is
consistent with the continuous rise of American pet ownership (Larkin, 2021) and decrease in
livestock ownership (USDA, 2020). So, while concerns have increased, the types of
domesticated animals Northeasterners are concerned about have shifted.
Furthermore, the perception that eastern coyotes are inherently wild has increased
throughout time, but not in the ostracizing sense typically associated with the nature/culture
boundary. Instead of perpetuating the separation between eastern coyotes and humans,
contemporary Northeasterners use the idea of eastern coyotes as “natural” parts of the ecosystem
to advocate for coexistence, saying the canid “belongs” here. It seems that while the
nature/culture dichotomy remains in place, Northeasterners no longer use it to demonize the
other, but to instead advocate for eastern coyotes’ right to exist. The following sections provide
deeper insight into the intricacies that help shape this new way thinking.
The Media
Table 4. Northeasterners’ responses to the question: “do you think media contributes to people’s
perceptions of coyotes? If so, how?
Decision
Yes: strongly agree
Yes: agree, but have not seen much coyote media
No: do not agree
No: have not seen any coyote media, so question
is not applicable

Percentage (%)
59
15
0.04
22
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When asked if they think the media contributes to people’s perceptions of eastern coyotes,
Northeasterners responded in various ways, but most leaned towards agreement. Fifty-nine
percent strongly agreed that the media has influential power over both individual and public
opinion, saying:
● “I feel like I’ve heard so many stories about people’s little dogs getting snatched up if
you’re not careful, or like kids getting hurt or something” (personal interview with rural
resident of Massachusetts)
● “Yes, because the media makes everything seem 10 times worse than it actually is”
(personal interview with urban resident of Connecticut)
● “Yes, you don’t exactly hear about good coyote encounters” (personal interview with
suburban resident of Massachusetts)
● “Definitely, because I feel like I only hear about coyotes if they are harming other
animals. They are kind of viewed as a threat” (personal interview with suburban resident
of New Hampshire)
Other Northeasterners leaned towards not seeing much coyote media in general, and only
one disagreed entirely with the notion:
● “The media isn’t terribly vocal on it. They don’t call much attention to it, I mean there’s
other things - they’re too busy hating on the president right now, they don’t worry about
coyotes” (personal interview with rural resident of New Hampshire)
● “I think it’s not really brought up in this area. So, maybe the lack of information about it
is a problem” (personal interview with suburban resident of Maine)
● “I don’t see a lot in the media; I haven’t seen a lot about them. I mean we all know they
are around, but I haven’t seen a whole lot at least not around this area, I haven’t noticed
it” (personal interview with rural resident of Maine)
● “No, I never really heard anything bad about coyotes on the media” (personal interview
with suburban resident of New Hampshire)
One respondent even mentioned Wile E. Coyote, a cartoon character, amusingly stating:
● “My only recollection of coyotes in the media is Wile E. Coyote, and I know that he
wasn’t very nice to road runner, so I’m going to say it might paint a negative picture of
coyotes in the wild” (personal interview with rural resident of New York)
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The Role of Hunting and Trapping
A Likert Analysis of responses to the question about the role of traditional hunting and
trapping as a management tool for coyote population control yielded various responses that were
far more complex than a simple “yes” or “no.” Six respondents moderately opposed hunting and
trapping, while strong support, neutrality, and opposition were considered by five respondents
each. Two people indicated preference towards hunting rather than trapping, citing ethics and
family upbringing as reasoning; these two sisters grew up in the same household and were the
only study participants to directly oppose trapping as an ethical practice, indicating the possible
role of family culture in shaping individual opinion towards eastern coyotes.

Figure 17. Northeasterners’ responses to the question: “do you think traditional hunting and trapping
should be used for coyote population control?” Measured through Likert Scale Analysis.

No urban residents indicated a preference for one method (hunting or trapping) over the
other, and only one general study participant (not including scientists and other professionals)
referenced the fact that hunting and trapping are not effective control methods for eastern
coyotes. Ultimately, there was a wide dispersal of opinions and no significant trend detected
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when Northeasterners were asked about traditional hunting and trapping practices. More research
is needed to track the role of family culture in shaping opinions about predator management
strategies.
The Role of Coyote Killing Contests
Responses regarding Northeasterners’ attitudes towards coyote killing contests, which
have only been recently banned in two Northeastern states (Massachusetts in 2019 and Vermont
in 2018), were much more direct. Ninety-six percent of the interviewed public disagreed with
coyote killing contests. Seventy-four percent of people asked for a description of coyote killing
contests, to which I responded:
A coyote killing contest is typically a competition in which participants compete to kill
the most animals, the largest animals, or the greatest cumulative weight of animals for a
cash prize (Brulliard, 2019). Massachusetts and Vermont are the only Northeastern states
to have banned coyote killing contests.
Despite not knowing the exact definition of the contests, most people from the public used
diction such as, “terrible,” “brute,” “killing to kill,” “poor intent,” “disrespectful,” “sick,” and
“disgusting,” to describe the events. Only one person from the public indicated support for the
contests, and a Maine biologist justified coyote killing contests as “social activities…for people
to get together socially with their friends” (personal interview with Maine state biologist).
The representative from the American Predator Challenge (APC), which hosts coyote
killing contests, surprised me in his answers to questions about the integrity of the contests. I
suspected that given the role APC has in digitizing the competitions, the representative would
fully support the events. Instead, he remained impartial and even referenced the inefficiency of
killing coyotes:
So, honestly, I’m a little indifferent on them. I’ve never hunted in a tournament. I’ve
hosted them, helped facilitate them. I’ve seen the good, the bad, and the ugly of these
coyote hunting tournaments. They’re not helping control the population of coyotes at all.
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Again, just look at the statistics of it. It doesn’t work. I don’t think they’re bad and I don’t
think they’re good. (personal interview with APC representative from Oklahoma)
The APC representative elaborated about hunting as a sport, saying,
I just think that there’s hunters that are coyote hunters and then I think there’s other
hunters. And honestly, a lot of time in my experience, because I’ve done these
tournaments, the coyote hunters make the others look bad because they’re so defensive
about hunting coyotes. But I don’t think it’s wrong, I don’t think it’s a bad thing. But just
think that the perception of it is really bad because…it is, it’s just a blood sport and it just
looks bad when you’ve got a bunch of coyotes strung up on a tarp in an area in a field.
(personal interview with APC representative from Oklahoma)
What Scientists and Organizations are Saying Today
During interviews within the scientific community, a Massachusetts state biologist
revealed a separation between Northeasterners in how they perceive eastern coyotes today. This
difference might fall under Knight’s human-human conflict theory reviewed in the precious
chapters. The biologist said:
I would say a lot of farmers and people who are engaged in livestock farming certainly
[hold negative attitudes towards eastern coyotes]. Backyard chicken farmers, those kinds
of things tend to have a more negative impact on coyotes because coyotes do prey on
their livestock so it can affect their livelihood. And so certainly I’d say [those] groups
tend to have a more negative perception of coyotes. I would say your traditional hunters
do as well. Mostly because of an attitude that was fostered for a long time that deer and
other game animals were there for people to take advantage of. And so coyotes are seen
as a competitor for those game animals. A lot of people who have a really strong fear of
coyotes tend to be suburban people who are largely disconnected with wildlife. The idea
that a wild animal, like a coyote is living in their neighborhoods…that they think is just
white picket fences, picnics in the backyards, kids up and down the streets, the idea of a
coyote living there is just [a] completely foreign concept to them so they can have a very
negative feeling towards coyotes. The group with the positive, I say tends to be your
nature lovers, then to be kind of more the animal welfare groups who don't feel an animal
should be harmed for any reason, that kind of thing. Who again, place a very strong value
on wildlife, and I think they tend to be the strongest ‘leave coyote alone for all purposes.’
(personal interview with Massachusetts state biologist)
This scientist engages with eastern coyotes through a lens where sees the public as divided based
upon their conceptualization of reality. Such a conception confirms the continuation of human-
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human conflict as being perpetuated through human-wildlife conflict. Because Northeasterners
differ as stakeholders in their relationships with wildlife, the values they place on eastern coyotes
vary (some have more to lose like farmers or perceive themselves as having more to lose like
hunters). Speaking from under his scientific hat, Gordon furthered this biologist’s findings,
stating:
They affect me directly but in the context of my professional work. The coyote…so
professionally, pound for pound, the public has more interests, questions, and concerns
about coyotes, more than just about any other species. They’re misunderstood, they’re
secretive generally but not always, they’re a fairly large animal, so because of that, they
can frighten people. Hunters have concerns at times because of their…feelings that they
impact game populations. And there’s some truth to that. And then in a suburban sort of
world, when people see a coyote in a suburban center, it’s startling and concerning. So
professionally, I dealt with many many people who had questions and concerns about
coyotes. And that’s the primary reason we did so much research. We spent millions of
dollars on coyote research in New York. (personal interview with Gordon Batcheller)
While it is true that the public brought up concerns regarding children, livestock, and pets
in the interviews – which according to the first scientist would be a part of the “white picket
fence” romanticization of suburbia – the concerns were not as prominent as the biologist had
suggested. In fact, every farmer voiced concern but also acknowledged the role of the eastern
coyote, whether it be based on ecological stability or aesthetic contribution, and also
acknowledged a simultaneous appreciation of the canid. In addition, the hunters I interviewed
attributed a beauty and intelligence to the eastern coyote, describing hunting as a special form of
connection with the animal, which strongly opposes the many calls to eradicate the “vermin” in
the historical newspapers. Some of these instances are as follows:
● “Now from a personal standpoint, I’m an avid hunter, deer, and turkey in particular, and
so I encounter coyotes on a regular basis, and I find them to be absolutely fascinating.
They are a very interesting species. Their behavior is complex and dynamic…. So,
they’re an interesting animal. If you are a wildlife biologist and you love studying animal
behavior, the coyote is a great species to understand. So…just several weeks ago, we’re
here with the windows open and a small group of coyotes began vocalizing on a hillside
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near us. When they vocalize, it can light up the hills with sound. And people hear that and
think ‘oh, it’s a pack,’ well it’s not, it's likely two or three coyotes and they’re just out
doing each other, shredding the hillside with eerie vocalizations. It’s happened, it’s how
they communicate, it’s fascinating. So, as an individual who enjoys the outdoors, I’m
fascinated with the coyote.” He then went on to say, later in the interview, “Well, coyotes
are here to stay. They’re a relatively new animal in the Northeast. New as in 30 years
new. So, we’re still learning about them. And they’re still people that don’t know a lot
about them and they need to learn more. For hunters, they need to understand that
coyotes are NOT decimating the deer herd. As a hunter myself, I really enjoy seeing a
coyote in the wild. I really enjoy it because they’re interesting. If they kill a deer
occasionally, okay, that’s nature. I’m cool with that.” (personal interview with Gordon
speaking from under his personal hat)
● “I have to say, I want to blame the coyote for everything. But I think the fox is part to
blame too. So, they may get a little bit of a bad rap, just because the fox is doing similar
things.” (personal interview with suburban farmer of Connecticut)
● “I live in a rural community where there’s a lot of livestock and the livestock have not
been impacted. So, because there haven’t been any issues to that extent, I think people are
inclined to live and let live.” (personal interview with a rural resident of Maine)
● “I do not consider them to be nuisance animals. I believe that they live in a way that
about 50 billion years has taught them to live, and how they’ve evolved and everything
else. And that from what I’ve read about them, historically, back in the 200-250 years
ago…nobody really had a problem with them here, in North America. And it wasn’t until
we started really expanding and growing and farming and having big ranches, that it
wasn't until coyotes started to get into our livestock. And that right there, that conflicting
sort of attitude that we both had, caused pretty much a war on coyotes through the last
hundreds of years, through any means possible. And because we’re brought up in this
kind of world and everything, that’s kind of passed down to us. But, if you kind of get out
there and watch coyotes, see them, if you’re able to interact with them (which is pretty
darn rare - it’s kind of not your choice, it kind of just happens upon you), and also if you
just research how they live. They live in these beautiful family units where they look out
for each other, and care for each other and play with each other, and they’re just trying to
live [which is] very similar to how all out dogs would live if they were out there wild.”
(personal interview with rural equine caretaker of Maine)
These positive public opinions, even among those most affected by eastern coyotes, have
led to the creation of pro-coyote organizations. One of the most prominent organizations is
Project Coyote, whose founder lives in New Hampshire. In fact, she moved to New Hampshire
for somewhat investigative purposes; she wanted to see if she could train coyotes to leave her
sheep alone, and thus promote non-lethal ways to manage coyote conflicts. After three years and
one generation of coyotes, she successfully taught the predators how to avoid her sheep. By
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employing hazing techniques such as walking her dogs around the property line at night to mark
the territory, sleeping outside in the pasture to establish a dominant human presence, hanging
fladry,10 and physically chasing coyotes from her property, the Project Coyote leader has not lost
any sheep to eastern coyotes. She now views the coyotes as allies and protectors because they
keep “problem coyotes” away from her farm.11 She left me with scores of advice that she usually
shares with others:
● “What I learned was that the coyote here [in the Northeast as compared to the West] are
very territorial and so because they will do what they have to do to keep competing
[other] coyotes out of their territory, they were in affect protecting my sheep from
coyotes that might have come into the territory and hurt my sheep. So, the coyotes ended
up being my greatest ally in not having predatory coyotes be a problem for me” (personal
interview with Project Coyote leader)
● “Become a better steward of your livestock.” (personal interview with Project Coyote
leader)
● “Develop coexistence strategies that allow you to live with these animals because you’re
never going to get rid of them.” (personal interview with Project Coyote leader)
● “[Coyotes] really have no interest in our lives” (personal interview with Project Coyote
leader)
● “If people would just smarten up a little, just take a moment to think, that they’re living
with predators, what can they do to protect their stock, their dogs, and their small
children, then coyotes become really easy to live with.” (personal interview with Project
Coyote leader)
Towards Coexistence
As is projected by Project Coyote’s motto, “fostering coexistence,” it seems apparent that
these contemporary attitudes towards eastern coyotes do not hold the same division as those of
the past. In fact, “being easy to live with” is a relatively new concept when it comes to
considering interactions between humans and non-human predators. Even though
Northeasterners may differ in their levels of appreciation of the eastern coyote, significant

10

Fladry consists of hanging flags of rope strung up around a property; historically used in Europe to deter wolves
Problem coyotes are coyotes that cause problems for livestock; they can be kept out of an area by residential, nonproblem coyotes.
11
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amounts of positive awareness are nonetheless present. In addition to this newfound,
contemporary appreciation, during my conversation with Gordon, I sensed a sort of “inevitable”
move towards coexistence in terms of the physical landscape. Gordon mentioned that eastern
coyotes “occur in many habitats in New York and New England, from the suburban and actually
urban to extremely rural and sort of close-to-wilderness” (personal interview with Gordon
Batcheller).

Figure 18. Northeasterners’ responses to the question: “do you think coyotes must adapt to humans, or
human adapt to coyotes?” Measured through Likert Scale Analysis.

Finally, due to the continuously increasing presence of eastern coyotes amongst humandominated areas, I asked respondents if they believed eastern coyotes must adapt to humans, or if
humans should adapt to eastern coyotes. While the question did not directly prompt any
respondents to consider the word, “coexist”, most respondents applied the concept to their
answers. Some responses are as follows:
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● “I’m always trying to understand how we may just live together. I believe in the
connection of all things, the oneness of all things. I believe in looking out for animals and
wildlife. But I also believe in boundaries, you know, for safety. I think if I said, ‘hey all
coyotes, you’re welcome here on this land,’ maybe that third coyote that comes across,
hum and my dog might have a tough time together or something. So, I believe that for the
safety of all, we have to try to feel out where their boundaries are. And I think there in
that lies the challenge sometimes - when you find out, oh lordy, there’s a den a quarter
mile from my home that the coyote happens to put there. You know, how do we live
together here so close, in that regard, there’s always that challenge with wildlife. But I
find that if we do take time, if we don’t view it as an inconvenience, if we just don’t view
it as getting rid of it, there’s a really great journey, even in the challenge of finding how
to live together, in that regard.” (personal interview with rural resident of Maine)
● “But there are sacrifices that humans will have to make. It’s their willingness to make the
sacrifices that is in question. But yes, it would take people changing their behaviors to do
so. Because a coyote is a coyote. You know, it’s a wild animal. It’s not going to change.”
(personal interview with Massachusetts state biologist)
● “So, I think coyotes have done an almost perfect job of adapting to us. So, I guess my full
answer would be it is us, humans, that are learning now how to adapt to live with them.
It’s all on us right now.” (personal interview with rural resident of Maine)
● “They’re animals, they belong here, they’re just trying to live their life, we’re just trying
to live our life. And you really can’t be mad at them for anything, they’re just an animal.”
(personal interview with suburban resident of New Hampshire)
● “I think that people know to kind of keep their distance from them and kind of let them
do their own thing. As long as they are not bothering you, I don’t think you should bother
them either.” (personal interview with suburban resident of New Hampshire)
Some rural residents even went so far as to express the enjoyment they receive from coyote
presence in their lives, further indicating a significant shift towards more positive attitudes:
● “It’s just a regular part of our existence where we are, that there are coyotes, and we hear
them all the time and that’s cool… [we have] come to appreciate the coyote yipping and
calling and stuff” (personal interview with rural resident of Massachusetts)
● “Well, they give me some enjoyment, just by their presence…far more important than
any miniscule problems they might cause…I like it when I can hear a pack of them
howling...personally, call it aesthetics or whatever, I enjoy them being part of the
picture.” (personal interview with rural resident of New Hampshire)
Still, we must not disregard the few people who remain wary of coyote presence. Although,
despite their concerns, none expressed complete hatred towards the canid:
● “But it’s a really strange sound to get used to and both girls [(respondent's children)]
found it really scary and off-putting when they were younger. So, I don’t know if there’s
something about just the sounds that coyotes make that are so kind of other-worldly in
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[and] in some ways contribute to their mystique or people’s disgust of them…” (personal
interview with rural resident of Massachusetts)
● “We feel at certain times that there have been so many coyotes because we hear them at
night, just crying and crying and crying. But I would like a balance so that there’s a
certain number of coyotes, but so that they’re not overrunning and becoming diseased
and having to attack farm animals.” (personal interview with rural resident of Maine)
This wariness seems to stem from concerns that eastern coyotes have the potential to threaten the
things people care about most – particularly children, pets, and farm animals. However, only a
few people mentioned being fearful about the safety of their children, and those who did
expressed that their family has come to adapt to the presence of the coyotes.
A New Image; A New Story
Coming from a family who has not only adapted to living alongside eastern coyotes, but
is fascinated by their resilient character, I have observed the presence of local eastern coyotes
throughout my life. Recently, I began observing eastern coyotes through my family’s trail
camera in Connecticut. While I have not had the opportunity to track these animals in the same
way I did with Lisa, I will still describe their presence through a narrative. Following the lead of
Radhika Govindrajan in her work on interspecies relatedness in the Himalayas, I seek to portray
these creatures “not as a symbolic foil for human representation but as subjects whose agency,
intention, and capacity for emotion [is] crucial in shaping the relationships they [make] with
humans” (Govindrajan, 2018: 6). While many natural scientists might critique such a decision
for a loss of objectivity and an anthropomorphized lens, other scholars have argued that
objectivity is inherently unattainable (Büscher & Fletcher, 2020) and the concept of
anthropomorphism is entirely anthropocentric (Candea, 2013).
The ontological turn in anthropology now questions if anthropomorphism could be key to
conducting culturally relevant multispecies ethnography that extends beyond the bounds of its
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negative connotation in western science (Candea, 2013). While Govindrajan recognizes that
“anthropomorphism was, and still remains for many, an unpardonable sin” (Govindrajan, 2018:
24), she cites De Waal (2016) as noting that “nothing is off limits anymore, not even the
rationality that was once considered humanity’s trademark” (De Waal, 2016: 4; Govindrajan,
2018: 24). This move towards acceptance of anthropomorphizing nonhuman animals forces us to
reconsider the anthropocentric foundation behind the idea itself; western scientists have degraded
the use of anthropomorphism to maintain the nature/culture dichotomy and human
exceptionalism. In writing these observations through a narrative style, I highlight the
importance of reconceptualizing what westerners typically consider “real,” “objective” science.
I have been observing Black Tip, a local eastern coyote, in snapshots from behind a
screen for nearly two years now. Named for the distinct black marking on the tip of his tail, the
coyote’s presence on the camera has made it possible for my family to grow alongside his.
Sharing photos of Black Tip and his mate, Ebony, has spurred conversations in my family
regarding the playful, elusive, and almost taunting nature of this pair. They live in a dynamic
ecosystem with many moving parts, all of which are interconnected. Brooks (2008) would deem
this “the common pot” – a shared space with resource distribution, community equality,
interdependency of networks, and balance (Brooks, 2008: 6). In essence, ‘every part affects the
whole’ (Brooks, 2008: 5)
Brooks believes that this shared space reminds humans of their place within it; “Inherent
in the concept of the common pot is the idea that whatever was given from the larger network of
inhabitants had to be shared within the human community” (Brooks, 2008: 5). Black Tip and
Ebony’s interactions have brought my family closer together in our attempt to understand the
complexities of these nonhumans. We find our place within this common pot by walking in these
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woods and recognizing Black Tip and Ebony as our teachers through snapshots – our learning
dependent upon their willingness to share.

Figure 19. Black Tip in the top left corner.

In one of my favorite photos of Black Tip, my father and I could not help but comment
on his wolf-like physicality (Figure 19). Taken in September of 2021, nearing the beginning of
autumn, the photo shows Black Tip cautiously staring at the camera while camouflaged in a
thicket of brush. Displaying his intelligence in recognition of the camera as something out of
place, Black Tip’s unflinching look seems to say, “I see you there.” Enveloped in a coat of gold
and gray fur, his large face and size carry the characteristics of a wolf. After about 70 years of
research, Northeasterners have decided that the eastern coyote is in fact a coyote-wolf hybrid. To
my family, who comes from middle class suburbia, this hybridity is nothing short of beautiful.
Before researching the historical newspapers in which the question of purity was of
utmost concern, I had never considered the eastern coyote’s “mixed” nature as something to be
problematic. In fact, I believed it to be the opposite; from my understanding the eastern coyote’s
hybrid vigor had allowed it to live in these urban, suburban, and rural Northeastern seasonal
environments. Black Tip’s resilience is admirable. Also admirable is his connection with Ebony.
Because coyotes are pack animals, their choice of mating for life has the potential to resonate
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with humans – it certainly did for my family. Watching Black Tip and Ebony play and hunt
together (Figure 20) has been an exceptional way to understand their sociality, as well as reflect
upon our own.

Figure 20. Black Tip and Ebony chasing each other through the field (top) and walking (presumably
hunting) together at night (bottom).

Black Tip comes back to the trail camera quite often, sometimes taking the same route,
and other times changing things up. In certain instances, usually in and around the month of
January (the beginning of mating season), Black Tip brings along Ebony and we catch a shot of
her in the trail camera. My father tends to the trail camera often, usually taking the same route
into the forest as to not disturb the deer beds deeper along the edge. Sometimes, usually after a
long rain, he changes up his route due to flooding of the forest floor. During a window in the
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spring, I usually accompany my father to explore the fiddleheads in the forest. Both Black Tip
and my father follow similar tales, using known routes, adapting to seasonality, and sometimes
traveling with companions.

Figure 21. Black Tip walking on the game trail in the day (top) and night (bottom).

Drawing comparisons between our families, both human and nonhuman, serves the
primary purpose of rivaling the depiction of eastern coyotes in the historical newspapers. While
in the newspapers, most graphics displayed older white men holding up their coyote kills with
large grins on their faces, these trail camera images depict a much more congenial picture.
Conversations during the interviews revealed the notion of “live and let live,” as well as “they
[(eastern coyotes)] belong here.” These photos illustrate a family of coyotes in the way that most
contemporary interviewees conceptualize them – simply living their lives. Even though the
placement of a human camera in a forested area may inadvertently reinforce the nature/culture
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dichotomy that this research seeks to deconstruct, the story it creates nonetheless counters
traditional depictions of eastern coyotes. This counteracting and newfound way of observing
eastern coyotes emphasizes a shift in how they can come to be socially perceived through
multispecies ethnography.

Figure 22. Black Tip alone at night.

Figure 23. Ebony walking the game trail during the day.

Today, coyote photos in the media mostly come from trail cameras or photos of lone
coyotes roaming urban streets. In an effort to detach the human from the nonhuman and reinforce
the nature/culture dichotomy amidst a changing perception of predators, most of these photos
exclude human presence. In bringing the narrative back to stories written about eastern coyotes,
we can rewrite the ways in which they are perceived: first, by bestowing more positive,
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coexistence-oriented, and possibly even anthropomorphized diction; second, by illuminating the
dichotomous fallacy associated with detached, human-less depictions of eastern coyotes as solely
apart of the “natural” word. Larrucea et al. (2007) rightfully critique the accuracy of trail
cameras in capturing the whole picture of wildlife populations. They may instill bias for certain
animals or unintentionally prioritize certain habitats over others (Larrucea et al., 2007).
Therefore, greater strides are necessary to improve our understanding of wildlife through
synthetic lenses and to destabilize the dichotomous categories that contemporary science
continues to uphold. These trail images, which are similar to those displayed in the media today,
reflect drastic differences in how eastern coyotes have been pictured over the past 70 years.

Figure 24. Bobcat and white-tailed deer are integral nonhumans in this local ecosystem. They remind us
that in studying eastern coyotes, we must also look at the multispecies relationships within the ecosystem.
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Discussion
Drawing Final Comparisons
An intense shift has occurred in how Northeasterners perceive the eastern coyote.
Beginning with residents’ acknowledgement that their perceptions have been influenced by the
presentation of eastern coyotes through the media and wrapping up with a brief multispecies
ethnography of the canid, this chapter has explored a 70-year difference in the relationships
between Northeasterners and eastern coyotes. Contemporary interviews have indicated a shift
towards mutualistic, coexistence-oriented values consistent with the Manfredo et al. (2020)
framework.
This shift is likely representative of a social shift in the Northeast over time. As
generations of progressive thinkers came into power around the turn of the century, Northeastern
culture started to become more accepting of beings that did not “fit” into previously defined
categories. For example, some strides towards equality have been made in minority communities
(i.e., the Black Lives Matter Movement’s origin in 2013 and the legalization of same sex
marriage in 2015). Similarly, hybrids, who were conceptualized as “dirty” and “out of place” in
the mid 1900s, are generally no longer perceived as outcasts.
Furthermore, the entire conceptualization of predators has shifted. Aldo Leopold wrote a
piece “Thinking Like a Mountain” in his book, A Sand Almanac County. In this short piece, he
writes of a she-wolf he had just shot, watching the “fierce green fire dying in her eyes” (Leopold,
1966). The purpose of this piece was to introduce a new way of considering predator’s role in
ecosystems. While the original predator-prey model dismissed predators as unnecessary
components in bottom-up trophic interactions, Leopold’s interpretation challenges this notion in
its consistency with the Green World Hypothesis and Keystone Species concepts that
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revolutionized ecology. By translating the idea of ecological interconnectedness and the essential
role of predators into an accessible narrative, Leopold’s “Thinking Like a Mountain” marks one
of the first public recommendations for coexistence.
This sentiment is echoed in the interviews, as contemporary hunters are placing value
upon the canid and describing eastern coyotes as “the new thing that we need to learn how to
honor and respect and learn about” (personal interview with a rural resident of New Hampshire).
These same hunters are now condemning the coyote killing contests that past hunters adamantly
supported, with contemporary hunters using language like “poor energy,” “poor intent,” and
“bottom of the barrel type stuff” to describe such competitions.
I must acknowledge that while most of the public voiced negative views of eastern
coyotes in the historical newspapers, and the majority of the public voiced positive views of
eastern coyotes in the contemporary interviews (with the late 20th century being a time of more
mixed opinions occupying a space in between majority hatred and majority acceptance),
differing opinions of the minority were present throughout each time period. A few instances of
positive diction were examined in the historical newspapers (i.e., coexistence and keystone;
Table 4), which grew more prominent (but did not make up majority opinion) as scientific voices
opposed those of hunters and farmers near the end of the century. Moreover, minor bouts of
negative diction were included in the contemporary interviews, with Northeasterners voicing
concerns central to their livelihoods. While a suburban resident of Connecticut might enjoy the
crossing of “wild” coyotes into anthropogenic societies, a suburban farmer might be actively
employing techniques to keep coyotes away from her chickens. Therefore, while the majority
opinion has shifted over time to favor coexistence with eastern coyotes, we must acknowledge
that deviations from these standards may be representative of Northeasterners’ current
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livelihoods and the corresponding things they value that might be perceived as threatened by
coyotes (i.e., small pets).
Furthermore, there is an argument to be made that Northeasterners have not intentionally
shifted towards more positive attitudes of eastern coyotes but have simply accepted that they are
here to stay. In this case, there has been a shift towards tolerance instead of positively oriented
coexistence (Manfredo et al., 2020). Such skepticism is validated by National Geographic’s 2012
article titled, “How the Most Hated Animal in America Outwitted Us All.” While the article is
about the thriving ecological nature of eastern coyotes – in reference to the work done by Dan
Flores – the hateful diction in the title suggests that the negative national perception of coyotes
might not be a thing of the past. Despite this possibility, I remain hopeful that even if tolerance
pervades the Northeasterner-eastern coyote relationship, the profound discussion of coexistence
among interviewees will nevertheless convene into mutualistic affinities.
Because of these discrepancies, I argue we are in the midst of a turn towards full
coexistence-oriented values, but we have not yet completed the turn. I believe that it is not until
we deconstruct the nature/culture dichotomy that pervades public thought and still portrays
predators as others without agency or intentionality, that we will complete such a turn.
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Chapter Seven: Appropriation for Persuasion
While scientists were navigating through the transformative presence of eastern coyotes
in the Northeast, learning more about their biology and resilience to place, Indigenous stories
were being appropriated behind the scenes. This project would be incomplete without
acknowledging the appropriation of Indigenous cultures that occurred within the studied archival
newspapers of this project. Most Indigenous Peoples uphold cultures of storytelling through
which modes of knowledge, history, humor, and more are passed through generations. As Lisa
discussed, traditional stories of coyotes are not prevalent in the Northeast because they were not
present until the 1950s. Instead, such stories can be found in the Western and Southern United
States.
Despite the lack of traditional coyote stories in the Northeast, The North Adams
Transcript, one of the Northeastern newspapers analyzed in this study, contained a series of
“Bedtime Stories” using Old Man Coyote – a central trickster figure in Indigenous stories – to
portray a negative image of coyotes in the Northeast. I analyzed thirty “Bedtime Stories” to be
examples of appropriated Indigenous stories used for the benefit of the white man in persuading
public opinion in the 1950s. This chapter is divided into two parts. The first part provides a brief
background of traditional coyote stories, with the caveat that these stories could be
unintentionally altered in their transformation from oral to written histories. The second part
describes the articles from The North Adams Transcript, shares examples of exploited stories,
and analyzes their appropriation.
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Traditional Coyote Stories
Old Man Coyote is a complicated Trickster figure in numerous Native American stories,
most prominently found in California’s Plateau and Great Basin regions (Bright, 1993: 11). I
learned from Lisa that Coyote stories are only meant to be read in the wintertime, as to honor
their Indigenous origins. However, over time, scholars (mostly anthropologists) have sought to
translate these stories for accessibility to non-Native audiences at any time. William Bright, an
American linguist who published A Coyote Reader, is one such scholar who has compiled
numerous translations into one book. He confirms recent work of anthropologists by noting that
some translations risk the loss of specific meanings only transmissible through the original
Indigenous language and culture. He describes these instances as ones of lost “authenticity” or
the “feel” of original Indigenous stories (Bright, 1993: 12).
Anthropologists and linguists have not been the only people to incorporate coyote stories
into their work. In Chapter Five of a piece called, Roughing It, Mark Twain describes an intense
interaction between himself and a coyote during his travels out West. Showcasing his artistry as
a renowned writer, Twain crafts a vivid description of the coyote as “a long, slim, slick and
sorry-looking skeleton…with a despairing expression of forsakenness and misery” and as “a
living, breathing allegory of Want” (Bright, 1993; Twain, 1913: Ch. 5). He further depicts the
creature as “poor,” “spiritless,” “cowardly,” and as something that “even the fleas would
desert…for a velocipede” (Twain, 1913: Ch. 5). Given Twain’s respect and popularity as an
author, these drastically degrading depictions of coyotes likely reached a wide public audience,
helping shape the initial public perception of coyotes in the West. And while Twain does not
seem to ever rely on experiences other than his own encounter with a coyote, his depiction of the
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vile coyote “other” does perpetuate the nature/culture dichotomy characteristic to western
thought and his positionality as a white American man during the 19th century.
Still, this negative portrayal seems to be a powerful oversimplification of the complicated
Coyote figure known in many Indigenous histories. Bright compiles a plethora of Indigenous
stories studied by researchers throughout time. He divides the content into categories of how
Coyote has been described in these pieces. They include Coyote as the wanderer, bricoleur,
glutton, lecher, thief, cheat, outlaw, spoiler, loser, clown, pragmatist, horny old man, and
survivor (Bright, 1993). Many of these stories position Coyote as a trickster who tries to
outsmart other beings and more often than not fails to do so or succeeds with a distasteful rap
attached to his name. However, Old Man Coyote has also been described as an Earth-maker in
Crow stories (Yarlott, 2014) and as a figure to be laughed with, not simply laughed at in Apache
stories (Bright, 1993). For others, Coyote is interpreted to be a God (Bright, 1993: 37; De
Angulo, 1953: 29) or the inventor of sexual activities (Bright, 1993: 37; Ramsey, 1973: 22).
Ultimately, without diving into too many details – for such an endeavor goes beyond the scope
of this project and violates the rule of Coyote stories as to only be spoken in the wintertime – it is
evident that Indigenous Coyote stories are extremely complex and variable based upon their
Tribal origins. While the depiction of Coyote as a trickster character remains constant across
these stories, the extent and nature of Coyote’s significance and expressiveness varies
dramatically.

Appropriated Coyote Stories in the Northeast
Because of this artistic, purposeful, and intimate variation in Indigenous Coyote stories,
non-Indigenous Americans might struggle to understand Coyote as a figure in his entirety. Yet,
despite the unethical nature attached to simplifying such stories under a Eurocentric guise of
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knowing, one non-Native white man allocated an astonishing amount of effort to a coyote
character he crafted in his widely read and quite famous “Bedtime Stories.” The famous
children’s author, Thornton Burgess, was born and raised in Massachusetts and well-loved by
many Americans. Burgess’ famous series made frequent appearances in The North Adams
Transcript during the mid-20th century, catching my eye as a constant deviation from the normal
newspaper articles in my study. The newspaper would include snippets of Burgess’ stories,
written in a brief section and accessible to readers of all levels. Though, just from the name of
the series, one can easily make the association that children were his intended audience.
Burgess was an avid conservationist who participated in many environmental initiatives,
one of which was called, “The Bedtime Stories Club” (Thornton W. Burgess Society, n.d.). In
his stories, he would paint an avid and anthropomorphized image of a forest community made up
of animals. Even though the animal characters were called, Reddy Fox, Gray Fox, Mrs. Grouse,
Mother Lightfoot the Deer, and Paddy the Beaver, they were all referred to as “people.” Old Man
Coyote is a central character in many of these stories, occupying the place as the villain who
attempts to disrupt the lives of other people in the forest. To this day, Burgess is a well-respected
and appreciated historical actor. Yet, his use of “Old Man Coyote” as a central figure in these
stories has never been traced back to credit any Indigenous stories. In fact, Burgess even
published an online book titled, The Adventures of Old Man Coyote (1917). How can an entire
book written by a white Massachusetts man exist, while using an extremely prominent character
in American Indian stories by the exact name, and never give credit to its origins?
Given that all these pieces were written before the established entrance of eastern coyotes
into the Northeast, and that Burgess ascribes an oversimplified version of Old Man Coyote as a
trickster that can be easily traced to Coyote’s characteristics in American Indian stories, it is hard
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to imagine that Burgess did not rely on Indigenous Knowledge to craft his children’s books. This
poses an issue as Burgess never credited American Indian stories as the inspiration for his
stories, essentially using their knowledge without permission. Due to the negative depiction of
Old Man Coyote in these stories, and how the stories became incorporated into the 1950s
newspapers when eastern coyotes first started making appearances in the Northeast, I argue that
these stories were appropriated from Indigenous sources and then used by the media to push an
agenda that promoted a pessimistic view of the new predators reflected in Chapters Four and
Five.
The following discussion includes excerpts from “The Bedtime Stories” section of The
North Adams Transcript. It serves to share some of Burgess’ Old Man Coyote stories and
highlight how the cynical description of coyotes became perpetuated in newspaper stories
accessible to all Northeasterners, especially children. This first story illustrates Old Man Coyote
as hateful, sneaky, and unappealing. The passage’s rhetoric demonizes Coyote by portraying him
as a thief driven by instinctual desire. Such a description highlights the pervasiveness of the
nature/culture dichotomy (by ascribing instinct instead of intentionality) in literature written for
children:
The shining white world was very lovely, but there was not beauty in it for Old Man
Coyote. “I hate snow and ice. I hate winter. I hate Jack Frost,” muttered Old Man Coyote,
which was all a waste of hate for there was nothing he could do about it; nothing that
anyone could do about it but Old Mother Nature. He hunted here, he hunted there,
without seeing or hearing anyone. Then a Merry Little Breeze, dancing over the silvery
crust, brought him a sound that caused him to stop and listen. For two or three minutes he
stood listening, his ears cocked. Slowly a grin spread over his face. He could hear two
voices, and he knew both of them. They were not pleasant voices. They were anything
but pleasant. A slow grin spread over Old Man Coyote’s sharp face. / “I wonder,” said he,
to himself, “what those Fox cousins are quarreling about now. They never could get
along together. Neither one has any use for the other. Usually they keep out of the way of
each other. I wonder what they can be quarreling over. It must be something to eat. / He
began to move swiftly but quietly toward the place from which the sounds of that quarrel
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came. Now and then he stopped to listen. Another Merry Little Breeze brought the voices
of Reddy Fox and Gray Fox. They were snarling and growling at each other. You and I
would have thought it a most unpleasant sound, but Old Man Coyote didn’t think so at
all. In fact, it was a pleasant sound to him, for he felt sure that they must be quarreling
over something good to eat. If it was good enough for them, it would be good for him.
And he knew he was big and strong enough to take it away from them. Presently he was
where he could see them. Their teeth were bared as they snarled at each other. But look
as the matter with Old Man Coyote’s eyes…he couldn’t see a single thing on that shining
crust that was good to eat. (“The Bedtime Story: Old Man Coyote Wonders”, 1955, p. 12)
Nearly all the stories are about Old Man Coyote hunting the other people of the Green Forest.
This continuous narrative establishes Coyote’s presence as a disruptive creature who is driven by
the desire to kill the friendly, helpless animals in the ecosystem. The following summaries and
quotes exemplify these descriptions. Note that Old Man Coyote is portrayed as being a large
threat to the innocent deer of the forest in these fictions. This image is nearly identical to how
hunters portrayed eastern coyotes in the newspaper articles (directed by their skewed perception
that the canid was diminishing the deer herd). He is constantly portrayed as being driven by the
desire to capture other animals. At the same time, Coyote is envisioned as being laughed at and
ganged up upon by the other people of the Green Forest, further ostracizing him and portraying
eastern coyotes as unnatural or unwanted parts of the ecosystem.
● One story describes Old Man Coyote as trying to kill Paddy the Beaver for food. Paddy is
simultaneously portrayed as innocent and unknowing, thus further demonizing Old Man
Coyote and pitting those who care about prey animals against the predator (“The Bedtime
Story: A Cold Plunge”, 1954).
● One story is about coyote waiting to kill Paddy the beaver, and then getting even more
excited when the paddy’s son came along because he would eat him too, but then
eventually failing and going hungry, similar to Twain’s description of coyotes’ neverending hunter (“The Bedtime Story: A Crash, and a Splash”, 1951).
● One story depicts Old Man Coyote chasing Mrs. Lightfoot and wanting to eat her fawns
but ultimately failing in his pursuit (“Mother is Just in Time”, 1953).
● “This night as she stood at the edge of the brook a little night breeze brought her a scent
that caused her to be instantly on the alert. Somewhere, not far down the brook from
where she was, Old Man Coyote would like nothing better than a dinner of tender young
Deer. Mrs. Lightfoot gave a sharp whistle which was her danger signal and led the twins
galloping away. Unknowingly, Mrs. Lightfoot had paid a debt. Paddy the Beaver, making
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his way up the brook, heard that danger signal and heard it just in time. He stopped in the
pool he was swimming across. Had he gone on he would have found Old Man Coyote
waiting for him” (“Mrs. Lightfoot Pays a Debt”, 1957, p. 12).
“Old Man Coyote was feeling out of sorts. He was sure that Mother Lightfoot had at least
one baby, perhaps two, hidden not too far away. No dinner that he could think of would
taste as good as tender young fawn, as a baby Deer is called. Just thinking of it made his
mouth water. He had a feeling that he had been very close to finding Mother Lightfoot’s
secret. In fact, he had gone back to certain thickets and searched again, but all in vain”
(“Old Man Coyote Gets a Ducking”, 1953, p. 21).
“ “If I could get one of those young Deer alone where the others couldn’t come to help
him, I could get the best kind of a dinner,” through Old Man Coyote to himself. He licked
his lips” (“Old Man Coyote’s Mistake”, 1953, p. 20).
“Old Man Coyote growled his deepest, ugliest, meanest sounding growl. “Those fawns
are mine,” he repeated” (“The Foolish Quarrel”, 1953, p. 10).
Ultimately, there is a scene where all of the people in the Green Forest team up to kill /
get rid of Old Man Coyote because they hate him and the threat he poses to their
livelihoods (“Paddy Wins Respect”, 1954).
In these stories, Old Man Coyote is villainized. Clear connections can be drawn between

the portrayal of Coyote in these stories and the ways in which eastern coyotes came to be
demonized in the Northeast. For example, Mrs. Lightfoot and her fawns were painted as victims
under attack by Coyote. In the 1950s and 60s, the common public narrative retains that hunters
should kill eastern coyotes to protect victim deer herds. Another parallel is seen through the
antipathetic diction used to describe Old Man Coyote, such as “snarling,” “ugly,” and “mean.”
This vicious diction mirrors that of the archival newspapers. Altogether, Burgess’ appropriated
stories were likely used to advance the anti-coyote sentiment during the early stages of eastern
coyote presence in the Northeastern United States.
Furthermore, in his book, Playing Indian, Philip J. Deloria describes how non-Native
Americans have continuously used Indigeneity as a custom to establish a sense of nationalism
throughout various points in history. After World War II, Deloria describes Americans as
experiencing a lack of personal identity necessary for entrance into the Cold War (Deloria, 1998:
129). He cites sociologist David Reisman for his interpretation of the 1950s as being lived by
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“the lonely crowd” (Deloria, 1998: 130; Riesman et al., 1950). He writes that, “The sense of
national community that seemed so self-evident during the Great Depression and World War II
had declined, many feared, into a shallow conformism that turned individuals into automatons”
and reflected what was “becoming a gray nation of conformists” (Deloria, 1998: 130). Deloria
thus attributes Indianness to be a source for non-Indian appropriation in order to regain
individual identity and national character: “playing Indian has been central to efforts to imagine
and materialize distinctive American identities…and it aided in solidifying and expressing new
national ideals” (Deloria, 1998: 129). Consistent with the utilization of Indigeneity to promote a
western agenda, I argue that the appropriation of Old Man Coyote stories was used to push ideas
founded in nationalism and fueled by a masculine savior complex that supported the hate-based
eradication efforts directed towards eastern coyotes.
While this topic deserves far more analysis than this brief introduction to what is likely
an instance of severe appropriation, it serves two specific purposes for this study. First, it
emphasizes how artistic narratives written by famous authors can influence public opinion,
especially those directed at children and thus interpretable to any reader. Second, it highlights
how Indigenous Knowledge can be misused to promote western agendas. Further studies should
delve into the intricacies of each Bedtime Story to determine the actual and perceived intent. My
analysis is general and represents my initial intepretation of these stories as being appropriated
by a well-loved Massachusetts white man who gave no credit to the original Indigenous
cosmologies. Overall, this chapter highlights how a deep, critical lens is necessary to analyze
coyote narratives in the Northeast, and how conservation science must extend caution when
depending on non-western forms of knowledge, such that appropriation is avoided.
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Conclusion: Ways Forward
Over the past 70 years, Northeasterners’ perceptions of eastern coyotes have changed
drastically. Upon the canid’s initial arrival in the region, Northeasterners upheld confused and
fearful attitudes towards eastern coyotes – due to their hybrid or “impure” nature – which
eventually manifested into hatred. This hatred is reflected in the archival newspapers through
harsh diction such as “vile,” “vermin,” and “varmints,” and through calls for mass extermination.
Underlying these reports are themes consistent with a traditional, utilitarian perception of
wildlife, holding tight to the idea that nature is meant to be managed by humans, for human
benefit.
The socio-cultural values of Northeasterners began steering towards greater inclusivity
around the turn of the century (i.e., Black Lives Matter movement, legalization of gay marriage,
LGBTQ+ acceptance, etc.), and with that came a greater acceptance of eastern coyote presence.
Today, Northeasterners lean towards coexistence with the canid, expressing gratitude for its
presence and acceptance of its place in the region. As scientists have learned more about the role
of eastern coyotes in the Northeast, even the concept of hunting has changed; hunters value the
canid for the balance they ensure in the region’s ecosystems and seem to no longer view killing
coyotes as a heroic effort.
I attribute these trends to be reflective of boundary making and breaking in western
scientific thought. From the 1950s to 1970s, the Cartesian dualistic notion of humans being
inherently separate from nature maintained the boundaries between Northeasterners and eastern
coyotes. Northeasterners relied on the canid’s “lack of” purity to solidify these boundaries by
ostracizing them not only from humans, but from other nonhumans. During the 1980s, when
scientists began learning more about the habits of eastern coyotes, we saw the canid breaking the
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nature/culture boundary, as their unique biological adaptability allowed them to live alongside
humans, sparking more fear and hatred. Today, we see these boundaries being reshaped, as
Northeasterners and eastern coyotes coexist alongside one another. Vermont and Massachusetts
have even banned coyote killing contests – something that would have never been considered 70
years ago. Overall, humans and eastern coyotes in the Northeastern United States have
experienced dynamic relationships over time that maintained, broken, and reshaped the
boundaries put forth by traditional western conservation science.
This project has illuminated how Northeasterners are starting to reconstruct the meaning
of the nature/culture dichotomy. In the past, eastern coyotes were both ostracized and demonized
for their “impure” and “liminal” qualities. They were feared because they did not fit into known
categories. Today, Northeasterners actually use the nature/culture dichotomy to the advantage of
conservation efforts, supporting coexistence with eastern coyotes who they perceive to be
“natural” components of the ecosystem.
While my work serves to heavily critique the foundation of western scientific thought in
its limiting dualistic nature, it does not aim to berate the field of ecology. In fact, ecology is the
one scientific field that recognizes the interconnectedness of multispecies relationships. Moving
forward, ecology can benefit from removing the distinct line between humans and nature and
extending that interconnectedness to include the role of humans like many Indigenous
Knowledge systems do. Situating conservation efforts within the ontological turn can help
achieve this goal by recognizing the agency and intentionality of nonhumans and thus
eliminating the conceptual hierarchy whereby humans are granted management over nature.
Recognizing that man’s dominion over nature is an entirely western and Christian concept can
help us avoid the misuse of human power in our relationships with nonhuman beings.
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Furthermore, western science itself is changing. Inclusion of Indigenous Ecological
Knowledges and consideration of the human dimension of ecology is underway, changing the
ways in which we understand the interconnectedness between humans and nature. The boundary
between humans and nature is an artificial one created by western ways of thinking. Therefore,
decolonization of thought will certainly be helpful in facilitating more reciprocal relationships
between people and nature. I have been privileged to analyze a shift towards coexistence with
eastern coyotes alongside a shift in the socio-cultural values of the Northeast. While Manfredo et
al. (2020) have illustrated people’s increasing acceptance of living with predators over time, I
have sought to explore the uniquely complicated and complex application of this framework to
the relationships between eastern coyotes and Northeasterners.
I encourage further studies to engage in analyzing these complexities. I am curious as to
why 70 years ago, sparse but apparent positive attitudes towards eastern coyotes persisted despite
the domination of starkly negative attitudes. I am also intrigued by the decolonization and
transformation of conservation science that can occur if researchers prioritize the ontological turn
and the validation of Indigenous Ecological Knowledges and cosmologies. While this work will
be complex in the navigation of ethical and respectful approaches, it is inextricably integral to
shifting towards a more honorable coexistence between all species and moving away from the
domineering savior complex deeply embedded in western wildlife “management” systems. As
American Indigenous stories about Coyote have expressed, the coyote has a lot to teach us – not
only about nonhumans, but about how the relationships between humans and nonhumans can
serve as a critical reflection of what it means to be human.
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